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By CRYS'D\L ROBINSON

Hilltop Staff Writer

BARRY SPEAKS AT
DrvINITY SCHOOL'S
UNVEILING OF

CITY

Groans and boos filled Cramton
Auditorium when the lights went
out during some scenes of the
Spring Fashion Show last Thursday.
The content of the hip-hop and lingerie scenes was too explicit,
according to administrators.
Sponsored by the Undergraduate
Student Assembly, The "Odyssey"
was a part of the Spring Black Arts
Festival. Last week, a similar situation occurred when the Comedy
Show was shutdown due to profanity.
"Censorship is an infringement
of our First Amendment rights,"

said Zhaundra Jones, Undergraduate Student Assembly coordinator.
"There is confusion from what [the]
administration and students think
their rights are."
Joel Harrison, fashion show coordinator, said censorship was not the
only setback. Harrison said UGSA
did not give him the money to pay
designers. To prevent the designers
from retracting their clothes on the
day of the show, Harrison used his
own money.
Jones said checks were not available for the designers because it
takes 10 days after a contract has
been signed for a check to be cut.
The Vice-President of Business and
Fiscal affairs mnst sign the checks.
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However, the contract for the
designers was not signed until the
day of the show.
Harrison also said he was forced
to pay the ticketed price every time
he re-entered the auditorium.
"It didn't make any sense for me
to pay $50 to enter my own show,"
Harrison said.
With regards to administrators
censoring the show, Harrison does
not understand why certain scenes
were cut.
"I don't appreciate them cutting a
show I've been working on since
November," he said. "This is my
career and some of the models are
trying to make this a career also."

Photo by Edourd Leneus
Students were evacuated safely after firefighters responded to a
smoking light fixture in Founder's Library.

Smoking Light Fixture
Causes Library Scare
By SUFIYA ABDUR-RAHMAN

Please See SPEECH, A4

Hilltop Staff Writer

Madeleine
Albright's
Discussion
Disappoints
Students
By KENNETH RUSSELL

World Editor
Secretary of State Madeleine K.
Albright said protecting the United
States and its citizens from the threats
of the 21st century is a complex issue
to which there is no simple solution.
"The most dangerous threats,
nuclear weapons, biological weapons,
know no boundaries," Albright said.
"Drugs know no boundaries, refugees
know no boundaries, El Nino knows

no boundaries."
Albright delivered the Patricia
Robert-Harris Public Affairs Lecture
in Howard's School of Business
Auditorium. Sponsored by the Ralph
J. Bunche International Affairs Center on Tuesday, the event was the third
in the State Department's "Secretary
I
in the Classroom" lecture series.
Contrary to popular opinion,
Albright said the world is more dangerous now than during the Cold War.
She said Americans should not fear
the United Nations or see it as a threat
to America's interest.
"We invented the U.N., we are the
U.N. [and] we ought to pay our bills
at the U.N.," Albright said referring to
the U.S.-billion dollar debt to the
United Nations. "The U.S. is the organizing principle of the international
system."
Photo by Belinda Vickerson
She added that the U.S. doesn't want Secretary of S!ate Madeleine K. Albright addresses students in the
.b. .
f
. School of Business.
to bear the respons1 111ty o maintaining world order by itself and is interested in forminvesting and living all over the world.
ing a union of countries to share the burden.
The State Department's "Secretary in the Classroom"
When asked about the threat posed to America by lecture gives college and university students the opporrefugees, Albright said the problem otcurs when ille- !unity to talk about foreign policy. The first two lectures
gal immigrants come to this country and "undermine were held at Tennessee State University and the Unithe system."
versity of South Carolina.
"Generally, the whole issue of refugees is a concern
Albright, the first female U.S. secretary of state,
for the United States," she said. Albright also pointed answered students' questions about the U.S. stance on
out that she came here as an immigrant and a refugee international issues. But most of those who asked
and that U.S. foreign policy has become more complex
because of the need to protect Americans traveling, Please See STATE, A4

Fire alarms in Founder's Library
sounded Tuesday night at about 10
p.m. as a result of what some students thought was smoke coming
from one of the library's book
stacks.
Although students from both the
Undergraduate and Founders
libraries were evacuated, the situation turned out to be more lukewarm than flaming hot.
Campus police officer John Cook
said a light fixture in one of the
stacks burned out and began smoking.
"It set off a bad odor that smelled
like something burning," Cook
said. Library director Mohamed
Mekkawi said somebody smelled
the smoke and pulled the frre alarm,
which caused the evacuation. Cook
added that smoke seen above the
library was actually from the power
plant on Georgia Avenue.
"At first nobody really paid them
any mind," Ty-Juan Skinner said.
The sophomore film major was
studying for a final exam when an
announcement was made for students to evacuate.
"One of the librarians came in

and told everybody to run out the
front door," Skinner said.
·
But thanks to an emergency system installed just a few weeks ago,
students were successfully evacuated and no one was hurt.
"The beauty about it is that we
have [in J place a system that really
works," he said. Now flashing
lights accompany a continuous
ringing that can be heard throughout the library, which Mekkawi said
is state of the art.
"It's part of a University-w_ide
installation that the University has
been undertaking," Mekkawi said.
Founders was the frrst to receive the
system. Mekkawi said the publicannouncement system was installed
in the stacks as recently as two
years ago.
But the close call should be a
reminder to Howard security of the
need for a substation on campus,
Mekkawi said.
"A place like that is so critical to
education, it's important," he said.
The District of Columbia Fire
Department arrived in two fire
trucks at about the same time students filed out of the library's doors.
A half-hour later, the burned-out
light fixture was removed and students were permitted to re-enter.

Photo by Belinda Vickerson
Workers finish construction on Burger King, which opens today.

HU Law Students Call Emergency Meeting With Dean
Forum Participants Complain Of Faulty Facilities, Low Bar Passage Rates
By NATALIE HOPKINSON

Hilltop Staff Writer
Howard University Law students held Dean
Alice Gresham Bullock to fire Wednesday at
an emergency town hall meeting to explain
the school's dismal bar passage rates, dilapidated facilities and lack of communication
with students.
Nearly 200 angry students, almost half the
student body, planned the meeting within a
day to appease radical factions among students who have been grumbling for months
about Bullock's administration.
Bullock officially became dean last year
after a year-long stint as interim dean.

"We are here to put Dean Bullock on notice:
the needs of the students must be met," said
Alvin Thomas, a third-year student who moderated the event.
Bullock was taken off-guard by the bitter
tone and urgency of the meeting, which came
just a few days before final exams. Bullock
said she was surprised, especially because the
students had not come to her before with the
laundry list of concerns.
"What you need to understand is that there
is a process to getting things done, as you will
see when you get out into the workforce,"
Bullock said. ''The way you negotiate problems is not by shutting them down, but by
. working with the people who can help you."
Former undergraduate trustee and second-

year law student Omar Karim played a video
showing deteriorating facilities that one student described as "better suited for a thirdworld prison."
The video depicted leaky roofs, hanging
wires, decrepit walls and missing tiles and
ceilings. Karim's video contrasted the condition of student areas to the administration
building, highlighting Bullock's private marble bathroom with wood-paneled walls.
Bullock acknowledged that the school
needs nine custodians, although they only
have four. But, she said like many of the
issues brought up in the forum, the lack of
money prevents the problem from being easily solved.
Students sounded off on other concerns,

-

such as scholarships, attendance policies,
student loan issues and lack of alumni support.
They also complained that the administration was not taking enough steps to increase
the school's passage rate. Last year, the school
sustained a blow to its reputation when the
passage rates were published for the first
time by the American Bar Association, the
body that accredits law schools. In July of
1995, 29 percent of students passed the Maryland bar exam, where the majority of students
take their exam.
Bullock said she is negotiating with two
companies tha help prepare students to take

Please See LAW, A4
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By VALYNCIA SAUNDERS

Campus Editor
First acknowledging his responsibilities as a Black man, Ossie Davis
has continued to move forward in life as an actor, director, writer, husband and civil rights activist.
Recently, in the School of Business auditorium, Davis embodied the
spirit of endless struggle and the fervor with which it must continue.
"I was born into the struggle," he said. "It said [to me], up yonder is
freedom, and boy you have to help us get there .... Everything you do is
for the struggle and don't you forget it."
The Howard alumnus told more than I 00 students and faculty that at
80, his hopes for the future of Black America have not changed since
he gave Malcolm X's eulogy in 1965.
Davis and his wife, actress Ruby Dee, started a broadcasting company
to honor the contributions of Blacks.
"Power means control over resources," he said. "We need our educational institutions to teach us how to spend money Blackly. It doesn't
come naturally."
lt was "the cause," that Davis said brought him and his wife together.
"We belonged to a cause and we were going to get it by hell or high
water or die trying," said Davis, who has been man·ied for 48 years.

Seeking to influence the world through art, speech and prose, Davis'
talents have earned him honorary degrees and awards including a place
in the NAACP Image Award's Hall of Fame.
Davis credits his peers and mentors, such as Malcolm X and Martin
Luther King, for inspiration and guidance.
"In the core of their being, there was a strong moral code," he said.
"There was, at the center of our struggle, a moral kernel. .. that we were
doing God's work, that it was necessary for somebody to care."
F. Michelle Richardson, next year's Howard University Student Association vice-president, remarked on Davis' words as she stood before
hiq1 at the microphone.
"With your personal history, I'm speechless," Richardson said.
Davis said it is the next generations of Black Americans, not just the
old, that will determine what the future will hold.
"We need a new definition of struggle," he said. "And we need to
articulate it. ... We need to sing songs about it and we need to dance
dances about it.
"You are the minds, you are the imaginations where all of that is to
take place," Davis said. "Wouldn't it be marvelous if Howard was to
say what we did back then we can do right now? I look at you, and I
know you're going to do something."

earn
By NAOMI PORTERFIELD

Hilltop Staff Writer
Victoria Nesmith stood before her fellow
tutors of the D.C. Reads program with tears
in her eyes. As her hands clenched the
sides of the lectern, a low, quivering voice
emerged.
"Those are my babies. I' m going to be
heartbroken without them," she said.
Nesmith is one of more than 100 college
students who tutors local elementary school
students through the D.C. Reads program
at Howard University.
Tutors celebrated the end of the program's

first year on campus with a closing ceremony on campus Tuesday.
Initiated in August 1996, D.C. Reads
stems from President Clinton's America
Reads Challenge - a call to communities,
colleges, private institutions and citizens
across the country to help ensure that every
child can read by the third grade.
Six months later, that call became the
mission of the D.C. Reads program and the
Howard chapter followed in September.
Howard students participate in D.C.
Reads as a part of the work study program
through financial aid. Tutors work at five
District public schools, as well as two after
school community programs under the

File photo

During a discussion in the School of Businees auditorium, actor
and activist Ossie Davis urged students to spend their money at
Black-owned businesses.

essons
direction of coordinator Gwendolyn Jones.
Participating elementary schools include
Garrison, Bruce Monroe, Gage Eckington, JC Nalle, Bowing, New Community
and Drew.
Program coordinators Mary Hoover and
Wilford Johnson, of Howard's School of
Education, were on-hand to congratulate all
who helped make literacy a goal in the Ii ves
of youth.
Vincent Pann, executive director of UNDC Initiative, and Maurice Sykes, a teacher,
were also supportive of the program along
with Kathy Henderson of Garrison Elementary.
In the midst of their celebration, tutors

•
reflected on what they gained from the students.
"I learned patience, tolerance and love,"
said Shawna McCurdie, a tutor at Anthony Barnes Elementary School since June
1997.
Jacob Ortiz said these lessons were the
first step to C.H.A.N.G.E. - Connecting
Howard and Neighborhood for Growth &
Empowertnent.
C.H.A.N.G.E. is a new program being
implemented at the Howard University
Community Association Office. It is
through programs such as these that D.C.
Reads coordinator, Gwendolyn Jones, said
that tutors act as ambassadors to the coin-

munity and will further combat the stereotype of Howard students having little
involvement in the outlying community.
Some tutors, like Peter Mott, said they
have seen evidence of the impact service
can make.
As a tutor at Bruce Monroe, Mott said not
only did his student's reading ability
increase in the past year, but the child also
stayed out of trouble with teachers more
than before.
"I really like the program because it helps
us read. It helps us learn words," said a second-grade student from Garrison Elementary. "I think that this program is great."

Professors Offer Solutions To Caribbean Development In 21st Cen
By CLARENCE JULIEN

Hilltop Staff Writer
The Caribbean's ability to compete in the
21st century will depend on changes in its
political, economic and educational systems, political experts say.
"The greatest problem is the question of
governance," said David Hinds, assistant
professor in the department of history.
"There are not enough mechanisms for
ordinary people to be involved in the political process."
Hinds spoke at a panel discussion titled
"Caribbean Development for the Next Millennium" at the Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs Center Tuesday.
He said the political system in the
Caribbean is a replica of that inherited
from colonial Britain and there is a need to
look for alternatives.
"We need to make politics a civic duty, a
responsibility," Hinds said.
The panel focused on creating wealth
throughout the Caribbean through the use
of technology, international trade and education as ways to enhance development for
the upcoming millennium.
Ransford Palmer, chairman of the department of economics, said markets should be
restructured in preparation for the new century.
"The private sector needs to invest in new
institutions to create the right kind of education for young people, an education that
encourages them to absorb the technology
necessary for a more productive workforce," Palmer said.
He added that the Caribbean islands
should move away from the dependence on

agricultural products.
The discussion was part of a
week of activities sponsored
by the Caribbean Students
Association in celebration of
"Caribbean Week." Other
highlights of the week include
a fashion show on Saturday
and an awards dinner on Sunday.
Associate professor of
Caribbean history, Selwyn
Carrington, said there is no
doubt about the region's ability to produce wealth.
"Since the 18th century the
Caribbean has produced [and]
helped to build other nations.
However, they have become
dependent on other countries
and need to liberate themselves," Carrington said.
He said the problem has
been that West Indians do not
own the source of the wealth
on the islands.
"The ship that can·ied every
hogshead of sugar to Britain
was owned by the English,
not West Indians," Carrington
said.
Hinds said the governments
in the Caribbean need to be
Panelist discussed economic, political and technological development in the Caribbean.
reworked. ·
"The Caribbean needs to
form a consensus government
Also discussed was the private sector's
not generate opportunities for young peoinstead of a majority government," Hinds
role in subsidizing funds fur technology and
ple.
said. "We need to look at America's system
education.
"Most corporations are only looking at a
of government where checks and balances
Some believe that the private sector will
profit, not the interests of people," said Easof the judicial and legislative branches are
only seek financial gain for themselves and
ton Moore, president of CSA. "Technolostrong enough."

Check us out on the Internet
at
hilltop.howard.edu
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gy is useful, because it is the major means
of creating of wealth. The people must
take technology in their own hands and
tnake it work for them."
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By VON-ANISE McCoy
Hilltop Staff Writer

The University announced Tuesday that it will provide new technology for students in the School of
Divinity to combat minimal availability of courses
that are offered across the nation.
"One of the things that many historically Black
universities have been behind in is technology. Now
we're going to be in the forefront," said the Rev.
Kevin Donalson, student government vice-president
of the School of Divinity.
Donalson, a senior, said although he may not be
around to reap the benefits, those students who come
after him will.
"More pastors, preachers and religious leaders have
access to divinity school. When I was ready to get a
degree I had to leave my church to come to D.C., but
with the new technology that will not be a problem
for others," Donalson said.
The possibilities for future theologians are endless
thanks to Hughes Network Systems. HNS has
recently entered a partnership with Howard's School
of Divinity to provide what HNS calls "DirecPC
hardware."
The $2-million service will provide a nationwide
distance-learning initiative scheduled to be imple-

owar

mented next school year.
"We received the ser'lice for about 10 percent of
the normal cost," said Vanessa Hill, director of
Media and Public Relations Information and Service
Clearinghouse. "A grant in the amount of $150, 000
and some outside donations is covered in the total
cost of the connection."
With the program's financing taken care of, the
School of Divinity plans to use its funds to build
churches in lower-income areas. Access to multilevel, interactive distance learning via video conferencing has also been a priority.
Clarence G. Newsome, dean of the School of
Divinity, said he is not surprised that the cornerstone
of the University is where the new technology will
start.
So far there are five charter distance-learning centers in Columbus, Ohio; Hampton, Va.; Oakland,
Calif.; Jacksonville, N.C. and Harvey, Ill.
Hill said the program will strive to include more
schools in the future.
During a ceremony at the School of Divinity,
Mayor Marion Barry spoke of Howard's commitment to excellence and sited the distance-learning
program as an example.
"For 127 years Howard University's School of
Divinity has helped God's people to live free and
spiritual lives," Barry said.

'

Photo by Belinda Vickerson

Dean of the School of Divinity, Clarence Newsome, President H. Patrick Swygert and Mayor Marion
Barry unveil the new distance-learning technology.

ewsvision'
The longtime student-produced broadcast,
which airs Sundays and several times throughout the week on WHUT Channel 32, is under
the direction of 14 year HU professor Otis
Thomas.
'"Newsvision' has progressed to true professionalism with its own unique format combination. We are the real thing now and are a
part of the competition," Thomas said.
The 28-minute broadcast now utilizes the
•
format of live talk show news with two to four
guests per show and real broadcast packages
from student reporters.
Shot by videographer, Byron Ezell, topics
include segments on education, employment,
health and entertainment.
Broadcast journalism students produce the
show while television students shoot and
direct the broadcast.
"The new 'Newsvision' is this inter-working

By CYNARA ROBINSON
Hilltop Staff Writer

When Wylona Tabb saw an old student-produced show with a new look, she perked up.
"I have seen 'Newsvision' this year, and I
like how it has changed," said Tabb, a junior
accounting major.
Like Tabb many students are beginning to
take notice of the new format and style of
"Newsvision.''
In the beginning of the Fall '97 semester, the
departments of Journalism and Radio, T.V.
and Film decided to pool their talents and
resources to add to Howard University's production of "Newsvision."
The aftermath of this merger produced the
new construct, a student-run talk show featuring HU's broadcast journalism students.

•
I

of the cross disciplines to help support program and allow students needed experience,"
Thomas said.
Professor Lamont R. Gonzales, whose students direct the show, said "Newsvision" is a
learning experience that stresses teamwork
among students.
"This is a legitimate broadcast and is an educational vehicle just like The Hilltop, in which
the students elevate as they go along," Gonzalez said.
"Newsvision," Gonzales and Thornas said, is
good experience for students who want a
career in front of or behind the camera.
The show has three anchors who host and
introduce news packages. The anchors, Cherie
Black, Jason Shaffner, and Marissa Atkins
alternate on various tapings, but all agree that
the concept of the show is a chance to gain
.
experience.

'

"l feel that this is a good opportunity for students to be a part of a production, and I think
that the classes should work and rehearse
more closely together because the more experience the better the show," Shaffner said.
The goal of the new "News vision" for this
year was to do IO shows and students have
almost completed that goal with four left.
With topics that are community oriented,
crew members said they have received positive feedback.
"It seems to be a nice chance for students to
get experience in what they will be doing for
the rest of their lives," Tabb said.
"Newsvision" has already featured special
guests such as actor/director Bill Duke who
directed "Hoodlum."
"With the new enthusiasm we expect to add
more shows and soon to have live shows,"
Thomas said.
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Spring Black Arts Festival Raises Censorship Issu~
From SPEECH, A1

"We arc college students, not in elementary school,"
said Jo-Ann Enwezor, a model in the show. 'They treat
us like c hi ldren. but expect us to conduct ourselves as
adults in the classroom."

Cramton Auditoriun:i management was unavailable at
Hilltop press time.
"When the lights kept going out during some o f the
scenes, l thought the show was going to be canceled."
said Ayana Van Punen, a sophomore television major.
"A lthough the show continued. it certainly seemed as

tor, and then steps wi II be taken to get checks~
University,'' she said.
Jones. students and administrators plan lo hii,
meeting 10 resolve these issues.

if scenes were cut shon ."
Despite complications, Harrison said he was pleased
overall. But he said he is worried about not getting paid
for his work. But Jones said payment sho uld not be a
concern for Harrison.
• All I need is an ending report from each coordina-

Secretary of State's Discussion of U.S. Foreign Policy Dismays Students
From STATE, A1

questions said they were disappointed
with Albright responses.
"She was very vague." said Pierre Cyriaqu. a senior English major. "Seeing that
her audience was predominantly Black,

she said what she thought we wanted 10
hear instead of addressing the issues."
Esigic Aguele, a junior electrical engineer major. said Albright lacked consistency about U.S. policy toward Africa.
"She did not address the fact that human
life does not seem 10 be valuable in Africa

as it is in European countries according to
Ame rican foreign po licy," Aguele said.
However, Bolaji A luko , ch airman of the
department of c hemical e ngineer, said
those answers were to be expected.
"You don't expect specific answers from
diplomats, especially whe n they don't

have the final word," he said.
Provost Anto ine Garibaldi agreed.
•1 think the secretary will always be
vague. We canno t get into all the issues in
a q uestion and answer session. • Garib-aidi said.
Howard Uni versity Preside nt H. Patrick

Swygert. said he was impressed ,...lli~
discussion and called it •a rare OPIXI
nity to ask questions o f the SCC!ffil}'
"It is pan of the Howard experie0ct,•1
said.

Howard Law Students Address Problems Within The School
From LAW, A1
the bar a nd by May 2 she will
announce which one will be coming 10 the school 10 help the SIU•
dents prepare for the bar.
Provost Antoine Garibaldi also

defended Bullock. noting that poor
bar passage rotes arc a concern facing all African Americans. Garibaldi appeared in place of President H.
Patrick Swygert who was out of
town for a previously-scheduled
appointment.

"The dean does not do it all herself." Garibaldi said. • And some of
these concerns should be taken care
of in another setting. and not in a
room full of 150 people."
A student shot back from the audie nce: "You can't sit here and ask us

take more notes and be patient.
We arc out o f patie nce.'
Bullock, who received her undergraduate a nd law d egrees a t
Howard, has spent most of her professional career al the university
first as a professor. the n as a n

10

C larence Tho mas' confirm-.
heari ngs. Oglet.rce abrupui "
drew his bid for the positioa~ly before Bullock was named

administrator.
President Swygert chose Bullock
from a pool of three finalists, which
included Charles Og letree, a
renowned Harvard law professor
who coached Anita Hi II as she testified during Supreme Court Justice
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The New Generation
Celebrating 86 years of
effort for racial unity
at Howard Umvers·ty
Ca I Ro:,.r' ,l' 1?-u11 1tit,·Jv3a

"The earth is but one country
and n1ankind
its citizens. "
Bal1'!\J llah
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Radio Baha'i
·1 .'.'UST 1'?JAM
Evf!'y S;i;1iroay lsln•n-1 :00

CALL 1-800-22-UNITE OR VISIT WWW.DCBAHAI.ORG
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HU Cheerleader &Mascot
Clinic and Trv-outs will be
held on April 22nd-24th@5:30pm
in the Burr Gymnasium.
I

Alendance at the 2-dav clinic
ismandatorv. Clinic Dates:
April 22 & 23 @ 5:30p.m.

••
.

Senior Cruise'98
Friday, April 24, 1998
12:30 am-3:30 am

ODYSSEY CRUISES
TICKETS ON SALE NO
(in the Student Council offices of the sponsoring schools)

Seniors $20
Undergraduate.s $25*

You must be currently enrolled
,t Howard University and have
at least a 2.5 GPA. Please wear
sweats and sneakers. For more
information call 202-884-9649
or 202-806-7000.

*(available after April 20)

ArNM1tiN3 ACt<;t;~A:

Communications
Arts & Science
Allied Health
Education
Dress Ya Best, Without Sneakers-Aiight! !
I
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CITY
D.C's First Elected Mayor Shares His Political Pa~
By Q .TERAH J ACKSON JU

Hilltop Sraff Writer
Walter Washington. the District's
first elected mayor during this cenlUry, has lived in the same white
house in LeDroit Park for the past
54 years.
Standing outside on his porch on
· a bright Sunday af1ernoon, he s1iU
a11racts a crowd. Sim ilar 10 a
famous recording artist or movie
star. women in a passing car stop to
honk the horn. They say he's sti ll
attractive and that they want to
marry him.
"Thank you," he says as he smiles
and waves goodbye.
The former mayor used his charm
and social grace to calm a c ity in the
midst of change. Under his leadership, the District was carved into a
city -- no longer a federal province.
Washington's achievements are
still felt. said Reco Griffin, a 24year-old resident of D.C.
"Simply the fact that he was e lected the first Black mayor of the
nation's capital, which is the seat of
power of the entire world. is monumental within itself," he sa id .
One of Washington's major challenges was balancing race tensions,
Griffin said.
The riots of 1968 brought racial
strife in10 the streets of the District.
In response to Marlin Luther J(jng
Jr.'s assassination, looters ran the
streets while 710 American cities
burned.
Short ly after his inauguration,
Washington had to respond. Police
officers were ordered 10 shoo1 on
sight. except in Washington, D.C.
The National Guard and the Met•
ropolitan Police Department were
ordered 1101 10 shoot looters by
Washington. The Congress and the
business communi1y disagreed with
Washington, he said, but he had
President Lyndon B. Johnson's support.

•If we had spilled blood at th is
lime we could never have gouen it
back," Washington said. Morality
was his defense.
As President of the Howard Uni•
versity Student Cou ncil duri ng
1937•38. Washingmn organized a
boycott of classes and sporting
events to gel a training table for ath•
letes to eat before games.
Howard Thurman, fonner dean
of Rankin Chapel, advised Washington to tell the Uni\•crsity Admin•
istration that not having a training
table for HU athletes was unjust,
Washington said.
An enraged Mordecai Wyall
Joh nson, fo rmer president of
Howard Univers ity, cared more
about the University's embaJTassment than the morali ty o f the incident, Washi ngton said.
Washington risked expulsion, but
the training table was provided later
that year.
This was the last civil rights campaign Wash ingto n organized at
Howard before he g raduated in
1938.
However, for the entire summer of
his j unior year, Washington along
with students Edward Brook a nd
William Brown and numerous SIU•
den1 a thletes. p icketed People's
Drug Store, owned today by CVS
Pharmacy.
African Americans were able to
purchase good from People's, but
could not eat inside the store.
Washington said he was influenced by the large African-Ameri•
can popu lation in the District and
segregation.
As mayor of Washington D.C..
Washington challenged southern
segregationists in the streets, in
local government and in Congress.
Washington said Johnson told
him. •1 want you to do this, but I
don't think you'll last a year with all
those southerners on the Hill.•
Nevertheless. Washington served
in office for 11 years--includ ing
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Was h ington At His Best

Photo by o. Terah JacksOn Ill

Former O.C. mayor, Walter Washington, used his charm and social
grace to calm a city in the midst ofchange.

two Presidential appointments and
one election.
Toking A Capital Sta nd
Pesident Johnson asked Washington to be president of the three
commissioners of the District in
I 976 -- wit hout contro l of the
police and the fire department. He
refused. He became chairman of
the New York City Ho using

New.Fitness Club Combines
Culture With Aerobics
To Battle The Bulge
By MARK J ENNINGS

Hillrop Staff Writer
Margaret Durckc does not sit in a
courtroom fighting to free the innocent or convict the guilty although
she has earned a law degree from
American University. Nor is she
using t!ic political science degree
1hat she earned summa cum laude
from Howard University to debate
1h~ never ending social issues of our
time.
Dureke hung up her business
attire and surrendered the comfort
of an air-cond itioned office for the
confine, of a one room storefront
business located in Hyattsville, Md.
Now when s he goes to work, she
we.irs spandex leggings a nd Tshirts. Her job is 10 j ump. stretch,
dance and sweat as co-founder and
chief aerobics instructor of Jah's
Fitness Inc.
J a h's did not exist five years ago
and Durckc. who describes herself
as "an active person." was battling
with obesity. She blossomed to 220
pounds and her dress size fluctuated often.
"I kepi going up and up and the
maximum size I got was an 18.' she
said. "One day I was in my room
trying to pick up a brush and half
of my stomach moved over with
me, that's when I said I cannot live

chis way anymore."
Durekc tried the large chain and

"mom and pop" fitness centers. but
none of them provided her with a
warm and personal environment.
With her attempts at findi ng the
perfect weight loss centers failing,
she retreated to her basement.
There she began working out to
African and Caribbean music and
in the process. began losing weight.
After shedding 92 pounds from
her frame, s he patented the idea.
She has since made i1 avai!able 10
the public through the concept of
Jab's fitness.
"Everybody thinks aerobics is the
concept of doing jumping jacks,"
Durcke said. "What we do is show
thern how to exercise the major
muscle groups in thei r body using
high intensity aerobics, coupled
with proper breathing techniques
choreograp hed to African,
Caribbean and Latin music which
soothes the soul."
A friend ly e nvironmen t is an
important e ntity to anyone aspiring
10 get fit. Monette Austin, who now
works out at Sport and Health in
White Oak, Md., left Bally Fitness
Center because of its impersonal
approach.
"The trainers walked around with
their hands in their pockets a nd
talked o n the phone,' s he said.
A family atmosphere is a n aspect
of Jah's that keeps its customers
coming back each week.
"Once they come in we try to talk
to them to see what it is that'keeps

Photo by Belinda Vickerson

Margaret Oureke leads an aerobic class at Jah's Fitness.

ap pointed commissioner with full
control of the police and fire departments.
President Richard Nixon reappointed Washington against the
opposition of local republicans in
l 973. O n Christmas day, the same
year, Rich,ird Nixon signed a bill
that allowed limited Home Rule to
the District, Washington said.
"There is not the slightest doubt
that Congress' e nactme nt o f the
D.C. Home Ru le Bill. last year,
was strongly influenced by the confidence and trust with which Walter Washington is regarded on
Capi to l Hi ll .'' stated all editorial
from The Woshi11g1011 Star published in 1974.
That same year, he won the District's first mayoral election of the
20th century.

them from reaching their goals."
Durekc said. 'We have a personal
touch with the people and we try to
connect with them o n an emotiona l, mental, psychological a nd culmeal level. "
The concept hooked 5-foot-11
inch, Darlene Murphy. a fuJl.figured model and sof1ball player who
weighs 264 pounds. After findi ng
herself. "huffing and puffing about
the bases more than usual." she
wrned to Jah's in Sep1ember for
he lp with increasing her stamina.
a nd 10 rid her body of excess fat.
"This is the longest I have ever
s tayed with an aerobic program and
I get the personal attention needed
to make s ure I am doing the exercises properly,• she said. "The staff
at Jah's really motivates me to work
hard al what I am trying to accomplish.'
Durcke and her husband selected
Jah's as the company name because
of its spiritual ties.
"Jah means strength and power,"
she said. "As people of color. without the strength of God it is impossible to get anywhere."
It is a fitting title. The business
continues to flourish since it first
opened its doors. Jah's had over
350 participants of various nat ionalities walk through its doors.
It has relocated twice to accommodate the growth. They are annual participants in News Chartncl 4's
Health and Fitness Expo. They also
produced two fitness videos and
even expanded into the fash ion
industry with their line of shorts, Tshirts and other apparel.
Desp ite their su dden growth,
Dureke said the lack of a major
sponsor to help with promotion and
distribution makes it a challenge to
pay the bills and keep costs low.
However she does not let money
worry her and comes to work
everyday reveling in her chosen job
as a calorie ki ller.
"When I see a s mile or the phone
rings and somebody says, 'Margaret, I lost weight,' that brings me
joy and you can't buy that," Durekc
said. "The money part is u p to
God."

Authori ty. Johnson appo inted
Washington to commissioner of a
new District government the next
year.
Prior to his appointment. the District's governmen t consisted of
three commissioners and nine ci1y
council appointees. However. Johnson replaced this system with o ne
commissioner, a vice commissioner and a city counci l of 13 appointed officia ls. Wash in g ton was

One billion dollars was transferred
from a highway build ing fund 10
create the Metro rail, Washington
said. He said he was also rcsponsihle for integrating the police department and local government.
"The D.C. government pre-Walter
Washington was a White plantation
government. E\'ery department was
Wh ite," wrote Washi11gto11 Post
staff writer Milton Coleman in
1978. "A Black man couldn't even
get to the fifth floor on the District
Building. Walter Washington eli minated all that."
Washing ton enacted a natio nwide
search for local government officials that was geared toward
African Americans.
As a result, today most local gov•
ern men t offic ia ls a re African
American.
"He brought into the ci1y. I960s
politics, which Mayor Barry.
Eleanor Holmes-Norton and John
Ray were be nefacto rs," Griffin
said.
Mario n Barry defeated Washing-

ton in 1978.
Wash ington was urged not til!l
re-e lectio n because he ·1;
wealth~ he worked too hard !DI~
c losest aides mismanaged flli
and did1't understand the n~
the cili1ens, said media SOU/ai

'

Wasbir.gton Without Washill'
Washin!tOn said Barry w31tlt:)
e d becauS! "in good times~
arc willin&to try somethingl!fl'
Though Wishington witnesslll~
Dis trict fal l into turmoil, he~
es to commm1 o n Barry's ~
mance, he sad .
Although ht has no plansof!fli
ing another l<rm as mayor, Wt
ington said m,yors should
ited to two terns, he said.
He was conwned that the D,
trict's control b)ard excluda:I,
e lected officials ~om the re~
process.
' I bel ieve th e best day, t::
ahead for the city vith thecoe."'t
board a nd th e ehcted offica,
working together vi th Congtt,
and the Wh ite Hou e," Wa.sr.Jt
to n sa id.
He says he owes h.isentirecr.:
as mayor to his cluca1io11
Howard University. '.lhrougb i
teachings of his profesS>rs R!lji!
Bunche. E. Franklin lrai.i« al
Alai n Locke, Washinglin SIOOk
learned the meaning of 1Xceh
and balance.
Upon graduation from H=
Washing to n was been a, acii,
member of sports, politicsand~
campus' publications.
"My broad activi ties sel'ld 1r
well as I moved th rough thrnit
of my career," Washington Slid.
He allo graduated from lbo?i
Univenity's Law School.
Wash ilgton said he deddih
continm to reside in LeDroitPl!
because of the "community k(
and it isaJso in close proxirllilJ1
Howard.
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illion Youth March
Drganizers Open
Washington Headquarters
1.,ou.v Bow.::AN
· 11

MILLION
YO U.TH
MARCH !

Editor

almost 1wo months Awjah
:Ullmad ha~ been bu~y sending
!faxes, making phone calls and
Juiling volumccr, to help orgaand operate the local headers for the upcoming Million
h March. The doors 10 the
uar1crs locmed in Northeast
ington officially open next
k with n kick off Black Power
)' at M :trcus Garvey Charter
I. The rally is scheduled for
. Tuesday.
i, is to begin 10 mobilize
.• ~aid Muhnmm:,d, one of the
n planners :u the local headers. 'We will be registering
g people and gathering c,cry"ho wants to participate in this
ical event."
e Million Youth March is
ulcd to be held Sept. 5 in New
jt City. Its goal is to promote
I): peace and activism among
111g people ages 25 and under.
Mnrch will be at Central Park
~Sib A•·cnue where they expect
,e than three million youth 10

pi.
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tcnsurc a big turnout, organiz~vc :i~ked ,olumeen, and grass1> otganilation, lo open hcad,u:rs ond information centers m
JI ~lal(:s.
fnr. i nformni ion centers have
ncd in 28 states including
ma. Ill inoi s. Maryland. New
and Virginia.
ugh the local headquarters
11Cbcen operating for a couple of
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Photo by Lolly Bowean

Ma Ilk Zulu Shabazz, left, a nd Awjah Muha mmad a re the loca l organize rs for the Mill ion Youth March.
weeks, the rail)' i~ the official opening.
• Anybody who wants 10 get on
board and volunteer should come 10
the rally." Muhammad said. "We
have 10 take o,·er thi s city. There
needs to be a s tarting point and
that is what the rally is all about, ii
is our starring point."
Khallid Abdul Muhammad. the
national spokesman for the March.
i~ scheduled 10 speak at the ral ly. In
addition. Malik Zulu Shabau who
serves as the National Youth Director will ~peak.
•we arc inviting all Howard students and the community IO the
rally so 1ha1 young people again can
take a bold and strong sta nd on

behalf of themselves. their commun ity :rnd the future of the Black
nae ion." Shabau said.
S1udc111 leaders. former gang
members and Louis Farrakhan are
expected 10 speak at the march.
Organi,.crs said chcy arc planning
computer workshops a nd educationa l demonstrations.
Shaba,, said the march will be the
beginning of a youth network,
where youths from a ll over the
country will be able to communi-

cate.
"We have concrete goals 1ha1 we
will achie,·c." Shabazz said. "A
major goal of the march is to
demand that Black )Olllh and young
people become computer li1era1e

and educated 10 communicate with
each other and ad,ance the progress
of
our
people."
Awjah Muhammad said she hopes
the opening of che center will get
more students involved in recruiting and encourage more people 10
take an in1crcs1 in :mending the
march.
''We are trying 10 fi nd leaders and
bri ng the m on board," she said.
•we expect D.C. 10 be the main city
that wi ll be recruiting young peop le. No ma11cr where Black people
gel 1ogc1hcr. D.C. always has 10
represent.•

ew Plan Set To Increase Seat Belt Use By Minorities
n Jeremy Brown drives his car 10 work
day he hardly ever wears his seal bell.
vcr really think about it. h 's just something
do on a regular basis. I can't think of any
friends 1ha1 always wear a seat bch." said
n, a 26 year-old African-American male.

E
•

~

Black mo1oris1s against the police.
The Clinton Adminiscration sta ted that the
negative outcome of the law does 1101 outweigh
the positive. A press release by 1he Dcpar1men1
of Trt1nspona1ioo showed 1hal Black males are
more likely to be injured in a serious accident
than any other group.
"This law is about saving lives. A nd the lives
most likely 10 be sa,cd are Black males," one
Department of Transportation official said.

lowest rates of scat belt usage in che nation. 58
percent. The D istrict passed a law this year 1ha1
makes seal belt usage a requirement for all passengers and gives the police the right 10 stop a
vehicle if it appears 1ha1 the passengers are not
buck led up.
According 10 the District government seal belt
usage has already risen 10 66 percent.
Districc police have relatively few complaints,
but many a11ribu1e this 10 the fact 1ha1 like most

On The Hill
With Jonathan
The African Trade Bill And Untypical
Congressional Black Caucus
Congress passed a very interesting bill by an even more interesting
divide among members of the Congressional Black Caucus. It also
proved how politicians can be weird bed fellows.
The African Growth and Opportunity Act (H.R. 1432) promotes
growth for African trade coming into this counlry by lowering the 15
10 25 percent import taxes placed on textiles. H.R. 1432 would also
establish more business re lationships between African businesses and
American businesses. moslly Forbes 500 companies.
Other sections of the bi.II include lowe(ing the rate of piracy of intellectual property such as software and music, and eliminate corruption
and minimize goverrunent market intervention.
What was even more rare was that many liberal members of Congress
and many conserva1ives agreed or disagreed together. ii is not often
Ilia, very liberal Rep. Charlie Rangel, D-N.Y., and very conservative
Rep. Phil C rane, R-111.. would come together for legislation as well as
former B lack Pan1hcr Rep. Bobby Rush, D-lll .. and National Riffle
Association s upporter Rep. Jerry Solomon, R-N.Y.. agree against a bill.
According to many organizations that promote economic progress for
Africa. including TransAfrica, the bill would have many hidden
requirements .
Randall Robinson. president of TransAfrica argued that il would
"require that each sub-Saharan Afric:m country be certified annually
by the president 10 have met certain conditions or risk 1ermina1ion of
trade prefere nces.
These countries must also join lhc World 'lradc Organization, which
many African countries have rejected as damaging 10 their interests.
and comply w ith harsh International Monetary Fund terms."
About one-lhird of the CBC members were opposed to this measure
and they were concerned that their i.ndi vi dual Districts may be affected as well.
· U.S. Representatives, such as Jesse Jackson Jr.. D-111., and Sanford
Bishop. D-Ga., were fearful of jobs in America being lost especially
African Americans'. About 40 percent of the nation's textile workers
are minorities. with the largest number represenling Black Americans.
Jackson compared the bill to the African slave trade in a leuer selll
10 the legislation's author Crane. The lcuer said: "...the earliest African
trade policy.. .involved African kings and potentates selling other
exploits as slaves by White masters in the new territory.... We in Congress need 1101 repeal the same trade policy in any 'form' or version in
1998.... African Americans have not benefited substantially from trade
with Europe. Latin America. or Asia. And we don't need a deal
between undemocratic and pcrmanen1ly en1renched kings and presidents-for-life in Africa and multi-national businesses in the United
States that prefer 1101 10 hire, promote or value African American
employees at home."
Several unions. 1cx1ile merchants aod couon farmers opposed this bill.
Rangel. a member of the CBC and co-sponsor to the legislation. said
lhe •unions, though generally they are right, on chis issue they're
wrong." Because African textiles accoum for less than I percent of
America's imports, the bill's impact on U.S. workers would be very litlie, according 10 Rangel and mher supporters of the bill.
In the end, CBC members who liked the idea of an America-Africa
lrade bi ll, wanted to make some changes 10 the original legislation.
Many of the amendmenlS offered, unfortunately. d id not pass. The bill
might 001 even be up for vote in the Senate this year. according 10 Senate Majority Lcade.r Trent Lou, R-Miss.
BUI this situation proved how politicians, even CBC members. make
interesting fellows.

Jo11atha11 L Wharton is the Hilltop's political co/um11ist

This law will save lives of African Americans. But we also understand the concerns over
police brutality. We will sit down with all those who have legitimate concerns."
-- Ricardo Marti
National Highway and Safety Adniinistration Chief

rding 10 a recent Depanmen1 of Translion sur,-c)\ Blacks have the lowest seal belt
c of any ethnic group. This week the ClinAdminis1ra1ion announced a plan that would
ng1hen the scat bell laws in s1a1cs with high
rhy popu lations.
y Black law makers arc not happy abou t
plan. They said the new laws will give the
• the right 10 pull over any Black motorist

·11.
. Junnitli Millender-McDonald, D-Calif..
the law will increase the complaints by

National Highway and Safety Administration
Chief Ricardo Marti said he understands the concern of the Black communicy.
"We understand where the Black lawmakers are
coming from. This Jaw will save the lives of
African Americans." Marti said. "But we also
understand che concerns over pol ice brutality. We
will sit down with all those who have Jegi1ima1e
concern~.•
Many Mates already have 1ough seat beh laws
including Washington, D.C .
In I997 the Districc of Columbia bad one of the

~<A<t :s.

<,..-~ ..... t

!'cop (,c

D is trict residents. che police arc most ly made up
of African Americans.
"I'm not saying that police brutality can't be
commitlcd by a Black office~. but there is a difference when Black citizens deal with a mostly
White police department, compared 10 dealing
with one that is made up of people who look like
them," one D.C. official said.
The federal Jaw which is expected 10 save
l 0.000 lives a year wi ll go into effect sometime
before December.
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If you are a non-business major and you want to improve your marketability,
Th e Haas Scho o l o f Business
at th e Unive r s it y o f C a liforni a B e r keley
Su m m e r BASE Prog r am IS FOR YO U !
Learn the fundamentals of:
Accountmg
Marketing
F,nance
• Organ izational Behavior
Hands-on market & financial research
Business related computer applications
Effective communication & presentation skills
Prepare for the corporate recruiting process
Sophomores. Juniors, and Seniors will benefit from this rigorous. six-week summer
curricTttm that will include lectures. case studies. company visits. guest speakers and
student prescn,tions.
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For more lnformat,on. contact our webme at.
h aas.berke le y.ed u/Unde rg r ad/base .html
or v,a email at: BASE@ h aas.berkeley.ed u
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Howar~ Universitf Cla11 Of 1991

CHE.CK,10U1

Senior Class ca~aret

.ON THEWEB.
www.ford.com
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Thursd~y, April 23, 1~98
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
MARRIOTT HOTEL

1221 22nd Street, NW
Washington, DC

$400 CASH
BONUS
toward purchase or lease*

$20.00- Single • $30.00- Couple
TICKETS ON SALE APRIL 6- 23,1998
1998 Ford Escort ~
You've hit the books. Now it's time to hit the road . Ford can help. College seniors
and grad students get S400 cash ba c k· toward the purchase or Ford Credit
Red Carpet Lease of any eligible Ford or Mercury. It's academic: pocket the cash
i
grab life by th e wheel. For more College Graduate Purchase Program info,
•
ca ll 1-800-321 -1536 or visit the Web at www.ford.com

Glym Jackson Productions

Sth. Annua
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Supermodel
t
Year '98
FASHIONATION
of~

The CATWALK Show
Sunda¼ lune 14th

....

High School Show 3pm
Adult Show 8pm

Ramada Conference
&Exhibition Center
New Carrollton, MD

Mod~ Screening
~.,.~--•.:-9/tl9!~
_
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.._,,,

Sunday,
3rd
Adult Models
- 1pmMrj
[Sharp]
High School Models
CBdes 9-12 - 3pm [Sharp]
$20Pr~fee

.

Aootrer Q;1Vl Jadson Prooxoon
(202)452-7445
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AROUND YOUR
NEIGHBORHOOD.
.
AROUND YOUR
SCHEDULE.
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Chevy Chase Bank is comrniued to hiring, training and
promoting dedicated professionals in our Branch
Banking network.

PEAK-TIME
CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVES (TELLERS)

'

t Aolena of l~eo~ ona (linitol ~rocli(e

$11.50/hour

t Aa~erre ana o,(Om~li~~oo ~!u~~I~

Washington, DC
Maryland

t Gov! a~a juai(iol inlern~~i~o~~t~

_ • Montgomery County
• Prince Georges County
• Ann Arundel County

• AloW•(O~, ~uoli~ le~oleaurolio~

Virginia
• Fairfax County
• Loudoun County

t (on~enienllr lornloo

Full-Time Positions Also Available
These terrific opportunities offer flexible hours, paid
training and an excellem benefils package for
Full-Time employees.

•

for immediate consideration: call
(tolljree 24 hrs.lday):

~~~l~rt~l ~ijl~Cn~oomiMnc~~li(OOOO!rorhll I~~!.~~r1~i~mtf11ij\

1-888-413-4CCB (4222)

CHEVY CHASE BANK
CCB has a drugfree workplace policy.
EOE A-1/FIDIV. TDD#: (301) 907-5815.

,,

Contact CARMESHA at (202) 726-4353
Jolanda Greene at (202) 483-0732

f
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NEWLYELECIED/APPOIN'IBD
STUDENT LEADERS

IT'S TIME FOR
METAMORPHOSIS

ATTENTION

.THE 1998 STUDENT LEADER'S
TRANSITIO.N WORKSHOP
to be held

SUMMER HOURS

Friday April, 1998
Mandatory Workshops sponsored by the office of Student Activities.

May 1~ -Au~st 1, l~~~

Sessions

University Procedures
Verba) and Written Contracts
I
Progran1ming and Public Relations
Interpersonal Communication and Conflicl Resolution
Time Manage1nenr
Parliamentary Procedures

FOR

STUDENT FINANCIAL SERVICES·

&

Please come by the Office of Student Activities room J16 Blackbum
center ~tarting on Thursday April 9, 1998 for registration infonnafion. Registration fonns will include the tunes of the workshops and
~ registration fee. Registration forms must be returned by April 17,

THE CASHIERS OFFICE

1998.

--------------/

How to cram for summer.

~JO AM - 1:00 PM
Monda~ tnrouin Frida~

STUDENT ACCOUNTS
STUDENT LOANS

Just $29 with this ad·.

COLLECTIONS

Its a great way to store everything for the summer. Just bring your stuff to our
nearby Public Storage Pickup & Delivery..., facility and fill your own container.
You pack it You lock it You keep the key. We'll store the container for you.
It's the most inexpensive way to store this summer. From Public Storage
Pickup & Oel1very,SII America's self-storage leader.

AND

Drive a little. Save a lot.
Landover

CASHIERS

8400 Ardwick Ardmore Rood
(U.S. 50, exit on Atdwlclt Ardmort Rd., turn Info
Andrews Office Supply, tar r'9ht-hand sldt.)

301-583-0585
•M1n1mum rwo month 1ental Present this ad to
recetVe speoal P,1<:e Mu,t show StudeOt ID

One time ndmlnitltrobon lee not included Closed
Memof1al Day Offer OIC!)UQ$ June 30, 1998
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WORLD

North, South Korea Take First Ste~
Toward Diplomatic Relations
By NEY~"ll\l, HO\\\\Rll
flilltop Staff \Vriter

A monlh after giving $50,000 10 famine-stricken
Norlh Korea, South Korean President Kim Dae-jung,
met last week wilh leaders from 1hc sou1h to discuss
future relations between 1he countries.
" I think it is a positive move on lhe part of both coun1rics. and hopefully 1hcy can close the gap on longslanding issues." said James Ma1 lack, director of the
American Friends Service Committee, an organiza1ion
that advocates humanitarian efforts abroad.
The meetings began April 11 in Beijing.
South Korea leaders said they will not try 10 force

North Korea into a re-unification process like Germany.
One of the agreemen1s already reached is that the
South will allow families separated during the Korean War to reunite.
"Not only are the families going to be united, but supposed ly they will be able to receive and send mail and
messages and travel freely between the two countries
for visits," said Mariam Young, director of the Asia
Pacific Cen1er for Justice, a non-profit organization that
advocates human rights in Asia.
Korea became two countries in 1953 at the end of the
Korean War. II has since been divided by a demilitarized zone with heavy security.
North Korea is now calling for the South Korean
National Security Law and Spy Agency, the organiza-

tion responsible for the country's national security, to
be abolished, ending what they say has been ongoing
propaganda against l,he north.
Economic problems have long plagued both countries, in particular North Korea.
"There are people s1arving to death in North Korea,
people arc eating bark and leaves," said Pharis Harvey.
direc1orofthe International Labor Rights Fund, which
advocates labor rights abroad.
North Korea's food produc1ion is unable 10 feed the
population because severe droughts crippled last year's
agricultural output.
"North Korea did not want to appear before the world
as a beggar, and almost waited until it was 100 late 10
ask for help," said Marc Cohen, director of the Central

Committee of the Worker's Party.
The Red Cross and other relief organizations and~
vidual coun1ries, including South Korea, have sent!(
to strife-torn North Korea.
"South Korea has its own problems. but it is WI)~
of them to help in the face of adversity," Matlack!ll
A peace treaty drown up at the end of the Korean\
was never signed by either country. bu1 this will~i
first time they have aucmptcd to resolve lheir dlftenccs since the death of North Korean leader Kiel
sung in 1994.
"An agreemenl between, North and South K1111 ,
would be best and must be carried out as soon 3SJ)),
1
sible," Harvey said.

Top South African African Nations Wary Of
Official Resigns After Economic DevelopD1entAct
Reporting False Coup
By STEPHANIE BURTON

Hilltop Staff \l+iter

By NAO~II Po ,nERFIF.J.D
fl ii/top

Stuff \Vriter

South African Chief of Defense, George Meiring, last
week subminccl his resignation after filing a false
report warning President Nelson Mandela of a threat
by opponcn1s 10 destabilize the country and overthrow
him.
Meiring and the South African mil itary in1elligence
compiled the repor1 alleging that some of Mandela's
most trusted colleagues and former members of his
guerrilla army were planning a coup.
The coup report named several pro1nincnt left-wing
members of Mandela's ru ling African National Congress. as well as some of his top military officers.
Among 1hose listed were former ANC leader Bantu
Holomisa and Robert McBride. a senior foreign affairs
official.
Ayo Langley. visiting scholar in the Departmen1 of
African Studies, said the report was mostly con1rived
by McBride.
A controversial figure. McBride has been accused of
hijacking vehicles and carrying arms belonging 10 the

government of Mozambique. When he was arrested in
Durban, Mozambique, McBride said he was acting on
behalf of the South African government.
Langley said the report may have been a result of the
"bad-blood" that exists between Meiring and McBride.
"'The report seemed to be an even more potentially divisive way to destabi lize the ANC government," said
Robert Edgar, a professor in the Department of Afro
American Studies.
A commission appoin1ed by Mandela to investigate the
report. said it lacked substance. Government officials
have called it "some fantastic piece of fiction."
"Most of the claims on the report were exaggerated,"
Langley said.
He called the report a "mis-i nformation a11~mp1" and
an effort to weaken the ANC's chances in the upcoming elections.
But Langley said it would not have a significant affect
on Mandela 's governmen1.
''The ANC government's sophisticated economic structure makes it difficu lt [for it to lose] command,"
Meiring is expected to leave office by the end of May.

Congress has agreed 10 provide assistance for African
countries that have been committed to alleviating poverty,
recogniz.ing the importance of
women to economic development, and to countries seeking
growth within the privnte sector.
In the African Growth and
Opportunity Act, which will
authorize a new trade policy
for Africa, Congress will establish a firm United StatesAfrica trade and investmen1
policy, while focusing on
women-owned businesses in
tbe private sector.
President Clinton called the
act "the beginning of a new
African Renaissance."
Sub-Saharan countries are
eligible 10 receive benefits outli.ned in the act if their governments do not violate international human-rights laws and

arc in compliance with establishing a market-based economy.
These countries are required
to give reports in order to qualify.
But South African President
Nelson Mandela has said
repeatedly that he opposes the
act because it restricts South
Africa from trading with other
countries.
Mandela said he welcomes
U.S. aid. but resists any attempt
10 impose conditions on freedom of trade.
The United States, however,
has main1ained that the acl
does not tell Africa what countries to trade with. U.S. Special
Envoy to Africa, Jesse Jackson,
said 1be United States is not
trying 10 jeopardize Africa's
sovereignty.
Michael Fraz.ier, professor in
the Depar1men1 of Political
Science, said the act is a showpiece for the U.S. government.
"The [Act] is a way to placate
Black politicians who are

pushing for greater economic
transitions through Africa,"
Frailer said. ''It is like a symbolic gesture from the Clintoo
administration saying to
African leaders ·you arc
important."'
One clause of the act that has
go11en a lot of auention is the
provision of duty-free treatment 10 sub-Saharan counlrics
until the year 2008.
'·This means that Africa can
export goods to lhe U.S. without tariff boundaries." said
Greg Simpkins. a staff membet
of the Senate African sub-<:ommillee. ''This benefits African
countries by giving them an
advantage so they can develop
economically.''
Melita Manser, sophomore
actuarial science major from
Botswana. is pleased with the
provisions of the act.
·•1 only hope Congress
remains true," she said. '"This
will speed up the developmenl
and improve the ec,onom)\
especially in Botswana.''

Seizure-inducing Japanese Cartoon Retmns lo Network Linen~
lly ERIKA WOltTIIA~I
l/i/111111 Sraff Writer

The top rated and controversial Japanese
can oon, "Pocket Monsters," wi ll be back
on a Japanese 1clevision network just three
monlhs after more than 700 school-age
chi ldren were hospitali zed after wa1ching
the show.
Most of the children had seizure-like reaclions about 20 mi nutes into the show when
a scene depic1ing a "vaccine bomb.'' set off

to destroy a computer virus, expl:xled.
It was followed by five seconds of nashing red lights from the eyes of a rat-like
creature that is the show's mos1 popular
character.
Some children had similar reactions while
wa1ching excerpls from the scene in TV
news reports.
Officials reported photosensitive epilepsy. a type of seizure induced by nashing
lights, caused the reactions.
Anna Purni Jayam-Trouth, chairman of
the Departmenl of Neurology at Howard

University, sa.id only a small percentage of
people are sensitive to the lights. JayamTrouth said some people may be more susceptible than others.
·•11 is possible that there may be an ethnic
or gene factor involved" she said.
As for chances the show could cause
seizures if shown to American movie viewers, Jayam-Trouth is not worried .
But Sherri -Ann Shaw, a senior accounting major, would like 10 sec "Pocket Monsters'' stay in Japan.
" If it is detrimental to the kids it should

,11,,j •.• ,;t, :, , ,,-.,·,ne-4• he ~,.ed on h ~ o .. ~ornmodonon, he hod
tu,;cld ost o r o tr •ndy rofo. ·-,u rcd 1ho ton,.>u> s-ghK. ~w o
hnn ,i «•t o 1.,.-ul duh onu '>t II hud •>nouqh chongo loh over ro
r11nk~ 41 , nit htHltO

be kepi away from them. if not al l 1he kids,

the ones in America," Shaw said. "We canno1 regulate what goes on in Japan, but we
can regu late wha1 goes on here."
The cartoon was suspended from the air
las1 year when ou traged parents complained.
The show is Japan's most highly rated program with its 6:30 p.m. 1ime slot.
"Can you imagine if 1.000 children fell
out by · Barney,' mesmerized by 1hc purple
suit'? II would be outrageous," said Lyneda Shorter. a senior legal communications

major.
But some ;tudents said Americru, tel,,
sion network, should exercise cauP
before carrying show, such as "P«c
Mon,1ers."
"II is sort of like a nuclear war. !Jtlie) ;a;
the cartoon over here they could hun [(I)
pie in 1he U.S .. and Japan may thenha1t!l
opportunity 10 put our go,·crnment at ri,l.
said Lynn Horton, a sophomore 3C1J!i
major.

SHE STAYED AT A HOTEL
ond hod cr.oug" n-1<.">ne-,. l~fr ov,·r
fo, o LU f ' of .-u~oo.
(110 fpf,11~}
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''Make of me ·always a man·[woman]
who questions.''
--Frantz Fanon
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Freedom
Of Speech
he First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution
She is able to take the time to stop the show. but she
endows every citizen of this country with free- was unable to go and see the show before the canceldom of expression. Supposedly. citizens can say lation was necessary. Jf,someone had seen the show
anything they want, except shout fire in a movie the- prior to its debut, they would have been able to either
atcr when there is no fire, make public threats against prevent the offensive actions from being performed or
the president or make unfounded accusations against issue a warning about the content of the show.
a person that smears their reputation.
A disclaimer would have given the woman in the audiSo, if speech is not really free in the real world, could ence the information that this show would have proit possibly work at Howard University?
fanc language.
The Spring Black Arts Festival proved that freedom
If students cannot expect freedom of speech. they
of speech is impossible here. Last Tuesday. "Showtime should at least know the limits on their speech. The
at HU" was Howard's own \'ersion of "Showtime at the University has guidelines for such activities as HomeApollo,'' the ultimate forum for.-----,,==-====,-----, comingandtheSpringBlackArts
freedom of expression.
OUR VIEW:
Festival, but the guidelines arc
After a number of different perunclear.
formers expressed themselves
The administration
The chairperson of Homecomusing profanity. one of the memviolated student's
ing and the Spring Black Arts
bers of the audience found the
Festival should have a specific
last straw in Sarah Hambrick's "I. freedom of expression. list of any elements the adminisOut of Hiding," a poem about a
tration has deemed inappropriate.
relationship gone bad.
This list should no1simply contain
The woman was so offended that she called Jane a decision that there be no curse words, rather provide
Rand. manager of Cramton. aod had the show ended the specific words. or easily ident ifiable rules of ccnprematurcly. Last Thursday. the fashion show also sorship.
experienced some of the technical difficulties they
The chairperson should know that any words that
claimed ended "Showtime at HU.'' The lights flicker- would not be allowed on television will not be allowed
ing on and off was not an act of God, it was an act of in the program. This list would not just have a vague
the administration.
admonishment about improper conduct, but speciliWhen some scenes in the fashion show were found cally. no frontal nudity, or no simulation of oral sex.
objectionable by the administration. they exercised their
Without a decisive layout of what is suitable and what
right to invalidate students rights.
is unsuitable, the University has no grounds to pull the
When a student comes to Howard, it should have been plug as it did on "Showtime at HU." How can it punwith the understanding that she is now an adult capa- ish people who didn't even know their crime?
bleof deciding what does and does not offend her. SupNow, the sponsors of ''Showtime at HU" arc facing
poscdly, parents were left at home. But evidently, the debt at the prospect of refunding the money of their
administration has taken up the slack.
unsatisfied customers. Not only did the administration
On one side. students demand 10 be given their rights offend the rights of students. they also offended the
to freely express themselves and freely listen to any- financial sensibilities of student organizations.
one else's expressions as the adults they legally arc. On
Although freedom of speech is a written in the conthe other side is the administration with a duty to pro- stitution as a right, actually it is a privilege. Evidenttect the reputation of the institution, and make sure it ly. we do not have that privi lege at Howard. but it is
is seen in the best possible light. Since freedom of our duty to fight 10 make it our right.
speech is not practiced in the ot11sidc world, it is unreThe pimps and hoes scene in the fashion show was
alistic to believe it would be practiced at Howard.
offensive, but if someone in the audience was offendWith this in mind, it is the University's duty to at least ed. he had the freedom to not look or leave. Some ideas
censor responsibly. The administration should have arc offensive and it is difficult to allow them 10 be
been aware of the content of the show before it went expressed, but when the expression, however demeanon.
ing or disturbing. is not permitted. the expression of
Why was it necessary for a woman in the audience every person is destroyed.
to inform Jane Rand that there was profanity in the
show? How could she not have known before'?
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Proposition 209
fter the abolishment of affirmative action with been denied proper access to the predominantly White
Proposition 209 in California and Proposition institutions they wanted to attend.
200 in Washington state. fewer Black doctors
Without affirmative action, the number of students
will be produced by the medical schools in those accepted to medical school wou ld have gone down 80
states.
percent. Racism has existed far too long and grown far
Opponents of affirmative action assured the nation too strong for people 10 now suddenly depend on the
that the racism, which inspired the inception of such a kindness of strangers.
government program. no longer existed. They were
Government regulations were the only way, so far, that
confident that the acceptance of minority applicants minorities could lind the same opportunities open 10
would not be diminished as long as they were quali- them as were open to the majority applicants. A few
fied. Much to their embarrassment or more likely, years of affirmative action is ineffective and a slap in
their secret joy, fewer minority applicants have been the face in comparison to hundreds of years of slavery.
accepted despite their qua!ifications. Belief th al all segregation and racism.
applicants would be trying out on ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - Progress has not truly reached
a level playing field was untoundOUR VIEW:
the poorest minorities who need it
ed and known to be false by all
most, instead affirmative action
Black people conscious of instiMedical schools have has found its way only to helping
tutional racism.
proven that without the White women.
The survey by the Association of
More permanent solutions
American Medical Colleges, affirmative action, they should be found, but unless those
"Questions and Answers on Affir- do not admit minorities. critics can lind a viable solution
mativc Action In Medical Educato insure equal access to medical
schools and the like, for all peolion" proves that the nation is
unable to judge people on the content of their charac- ple there is no way to continue without affirmative
action.
ter.
To improve the situation of Black people. affirmative
Despite minority students' ability to survive the stringent standards of medical school compara~le to the action is needed not only for the present generations,
rates of White people. legislation like propositions 209 but future generations. When Black children are able
and 200 deny minorities even the opportunity to work to see an abundance of Black doctors surrounding
toward their future goals.
them. they are more apt to see a medical degree as a
Even with such statistics. White schools have shown plausible goal.
racism that is it1hcrcnt in their administrations. Those
Without such role models encouraging them to eduwho handle admissions at these medical schools are cate themselves and seize all possible opportunities.
looking at the numbers from the MCAT and seeing affirmative action could become even more necessary,
lower scores for minorities, a reason that is sufficient 10 bring Black people up from an even more desperfor their denial even with strong grade point averages. ate situation.
When minorities were allowed 10 be accepted into
A positive aspect can be seen in the denial of admismedical schools with lower scores, they were stil I able sion to minority medical students at White schools.
10 excel.
These students arc able to return to the Black medical
Affirmative action was never supposed to provide a schools. Howard and Meharry. but they should still have
medical degree to people without ability or intelligence, the choice to attend the school of their choice and
rather it was 10 provide a chance for those who had long believe that they have an equal chance of being admined.
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OUR MISSION
As one of th e ~!~~Jtu ienut h!Slitu.tions at Howard University, The Hilltop seeks to
s·mce 1924•.Tl;,eH I'IItppY 1hase served
111vers1ty's motto oflruth and Service
as the watchdog of the University facilitatin free
Tt~~~gs~~~~ ~~~;~on and stimulating <;r~tical tlio.ught and intellectual debatl.
•t
overage and lead opm1on-makmg, we hope to set a standard in
co11egta e neUspaper~ and journalism. Vie champion the student voice within
A
b
f i •vers111es across this nation and around the world
liv!saa~J;~1ffigal lb:· BlacfI<jf~s~, it is our duty to seek out news that ~!Teets the daily
O
rican Americans so that we may determme our course
W I'thout kmg
nowledgc of ourselves, we are like a tree without roots.
·
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. THE HILLTOP e11coumges you 10 share your l'iell'S, opi11io11s a11d ideas. \\~ publish only
material address~d 10 us, a11d ro111i11ely edit fellers for space and style. Lelle rs as well as commtn·
. tanes must be typed sig11ed ll'ithf11/I addresses a11d telephone 111111,bers.
The op,111011s exJ?ressed 011 the Editorial Page are solely the ,•iews of the Editorial Board. and
do 11ot reflect the op1111011s of Howard Universit)', its ad111i11istrotio11. THE HILLTOP Board or tht
st11tle111s.
Please address letters and comments to:
Editorial editor
The Hilltop
I
2251 Sherman Ave. N\V
Washington, O.C. 20001
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The Pilgrimage
To Mecca
MHoward, we pride ourselves on
~ng citi zens of the "Mecca" of
~ack academia. From Africa.
jirope. 1he Caribbean. Canada and
le Americas, people of African
I-scent 1rnvcl great distances to
. i.-eive the education that only
!)ward ha~ to offer.
Ho"cvcr. I want to dmw our attc n1111 to the city with which we often
Jiim,imilitudc, one lhm co ntinues
1bavc a signific ant impact on bi l~s of peo ple worldwide.
L3sl week. millio ns of Muslims
,ound lhe world migrated to the
Illy city o f Mecca, declaring the
11.me~s of God. seeking forgive "5 of sins and wanting Allah's
je:i.,urc. Within the holy precincts.
i,otees remove all garme nts and
i:iblcms o f di\1inc1ion and wear a
,iplc wh11e c lo1h to acknowledge
ti equality o f all mankind in the
~ht o f Allah as 1hcy perform their
dlgious duties.
This ac l is the 1-laij, lhe annual pilJU113gc which has bee n performed
• a countless number o f Muslims
iddwidc for over 14 c enturies.
~ Ha.ii cons1i1utes the fifth pillar
{Islamic faith and every Muslim,
121c or fema le. mus t ma ke this
rJuous journey m lcaM o nce in
lar lifetime if it is within their
lt.lllS.

The Ha.ii consists o f vario us ritul rich with me aning and signilillCC. c omme morating 1he faith
.i sacrifice of Abmham. Abm"11 i, oflen re ferred to a, 1hc father
I 1he thre e mo no lhe iMic faiths,
11,tm. Christia ni1y. and Judais m.
ir hi, readiness to sa c rifice his
-'> son :ind abando n his family in
~ rt in submission to 1hc will o f
)xi. The fai1h o f Abraham was
!>ltd. bul God rewarded him abun~dy with promise, made thro ug h
is son,.
~ide from the rituals prac ticed in
le holy prec incts during the nine
k)- celebration. the Ha.ii itself is
Illy symbolic o f the purpose of all
ll!lkind. The journey to Mecca is
ye1 1carful e ve nt for many

rpy.

fam ilies and friends as their loved
ones leave to fulfill this important
duty of faith.
Many pilgrims abandon a life of
comfort to join other believers
around the world and live in a per•
pctual s tate of worship.
For nine days. these devotees of
Islam will ac tualize brolhcrhood
and seek the forgiveness of all forme r sins. Many will return spiritually revived and imbued with a spiri1unl elixir to heal the ailments of
their suffering communities.
Muslims are reminded that life is
a journey and our final destination
wil I be s tanding before Allah. A day
will c ome when mankind will stand
before their Lord with 1heir deeds
as the only distinc1ion.
Often. we forget abou t an c terni1y where class. race and nationali1y are mumpormnt. The tru ly success ful are 1hose who strive for
vinuc through 1ru1h and patience.
When s uch ideals are our objectives. mankind can actualize "peace
on earth and goodwill towards
Many Hajjs of African heritage
have been his toric. Mansa Musa
le ft hi s Mali empire with an
en1o urage numbering thousands
and re turned with a religious fervor
wh ic h cradica1ed ignorance,
increased literacy. and established
the foundation of the Islamic educatio nal cente r of Timbuk1u.
Ma lcolm X also acquired hi s
Islamic idc n1i1y from his pilgrimage and rc lllrncd to 1hc Uni ted
States enc ourag ing Blac ks and
Whites 10 accept Islam as a solution
to bigotry. Unfortuna1ely. his cffon s
we re cu t shorl by those who
o pposed s uch idc:is. Nonetheless.
the Hnij remains a powerful ritual.
uni1ing billions of people worldwide and reinforcing the value of
faith and sacrifice 10 the Creator of
all mankind.

The wrirer is a senior civil engi11eeri11g major.

Refusing To Shut Up
k Arts Festival's "Show1jmc al
last Tuesday nig ht. I wo uld
~ like to apologit.c 10 all the perwho did nol get a chance to
ltt 1he stage.
k's a s hame Iha! no one will e ver
how hard these g ifte d a nd ialted peo ple wo rked o n the ir perman ces. Howc ,•e r. in my
.tnsc. I assert that as an ariis t. I
ic,·c who lehearted ly in freedom
ipccch I was under the assumplhat Howard Unh·cr,i1y did as
I.
lthough I have bee n assured 1ha1
Tuesday', c anceled s ho w was
my foull. I still fee l lhe need.
nuna1c ly. 10 explain myself. I
sorry that lhc show got c an. but I am not apologetic al all
my work. I am also not nearly
,utgar as I am being made out 10
nd .
1er since I gol to Howard. I've
iced that this cnmpus generally
n't gi,c res pec t to Fine Arts
jors. My opinion has on ly been
firmed by thi s recent situation.
s1udy the an of theater intently
I take it 1-er,v seriously. so
n this university expec ts me to
my artistic expression it is an
uh 10 me and 10 my area of con1ra1ion.
poem that is causing all of
ridiculo usnc". "I. Out of Hid.• is not about "ghcno s h•• • as
woman who booed me so ven•
usly yelled . Those who heard
(dcs pi1e this woman's hurtfu l
ling ,ind raving ) know that it is
1 self-res pec t. integ rity and
in a higher power.
live or so c urse word~ arc
to make a speciric poin1. It is
vu lgar a nd profane as my critwould have you be lieve. I am an
·11. I express myse lf the o nl y
I know possible, so if that
cssion rc<1uircs me to swear a
c ii is my duty 10 do so.
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I w35 1he co-host for the Spring
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No one shutdown the poetry
cipher. last Monday night, and those
of us who know contemporary
poetry know that cursing is virtually given. It wasn't can cele d ,
because artistic freedom is respecte d in that kind of forum.
Now. I ask you, why is it that
poetic expression is only respected
on certain nights of the week.
Therefore, in response to Jane
Rand's s upposed "lack of profanity unders tanding." I didn't even
know there was an u nders tanding
about profanity. Neither did any of
the performers. It's outrageous that
I am. of all people. being made an
example of.
So the question is, Howard University. arc we going to a ll ow o urselves to be gradually censored in
lhis way? My answer is hell no!
I am 2 1, therefore, capable of
monitoring my own behavior and
language. We are all adults here-·
college educated adults at that.
Common sense says that if you
don't want to hear something, don't
lis ten to it. If that woman didn't
appreciate the language in my
piece. despite the message, s he did
not have to listen. Apparently, she
'forgot that this is a free country.
Thus. Cmmton wi ll not make me
shut up. Tracy Neal and Rand will
not make me shut up. You see that
my conveniently anonymous booer
didn'I make me shut up. So. how
dare 1his University expect me to
s hut up?
They are choosing the wrong person to use as an example. It took
j ust one person to shutdown "Showt ime at HU" and concurrently
s natch away my constitutio n a l
rights .
So. how's that for power of the
people?

The wrirer is a junior rhearer arts
major.

DREW A NDERSON

The Boo-Boo Heads
There's something I' ve been peepi ng for a
minute. but I he ld back my conjecture because
I thought (or perhaps inwardly hoped) that it was
just random situations and not a growing paucrn
of what I call "niggativity" at my beloved HU.
But. it seems 1he latter is holding true. and even
if I'm wrong . bump it. I had to get this off my
chest.
What is up with the infamous Howard audience?
When we arcn'1 profoundly moved by a performer. or perhaps arc profoundly moved in the
wrong way. we dig deep into our collective
cache of disrespect: booi ng. hissing. hooting,
hollering, launching missiles and generally making a show when a show is what we supposedly paid to observe.
Case in point, the Spring Black Arts Poetry
Show, which I was in.
Now. I must gi vc love to a good amount of the
a udie nce who were on some positive vibes.
And I even give an amount of love 10 those who
straggled in, decided it wasn't their flavor, and
politely gangster-limped back out of the door.

even if it was while a performer was sharing
(which is a cipher no-no for those who don't
know-know).
But it's hard for me to give love 10 cats who
were on some old Apollo stuff. doing "the wave"
like they were at some sort of football game and
making projcc1 ilc objects ou1of my dear friend
Brandi Forte's painstakingly primed programs.
Not cool at all.
Now many of my heads are quick 10 poin1 out
10 me that I was well-received when I performed . I point out 10 1hem that th is is not the
point. Any1hing that I perform in, especially a
cipher. is sacred to me.
Through all of those rehearsals, the beautiful
souls in that show became my sisters and brothers, like anyone else I share a stage with, and to
disres pect 1hem is 10 disrespect me.
Yes. yes. I know. Many nationally successful
performers have been massacred by the Howard
audience.
Toke brother Maxwel l. Booed out of Cramton
my freshman year. Two years laler. everybody's
upon him.

Now, can we blame artists like Maxwell when '
they don't want to return to "the Mecca?"
l
Look. I'm not entreating anyone to make 1
believe that they are digging on or feeling any
performance. Maybe I'm a liule biased because •
in the rhyme scene we learn an unspoken and
unquestioned respect for the microphone and/or '
stage as well as who is on it, regardless of '
whether we agree with them.
But all I'm talking about is showing some sort
of common courtesy or human respect to those
who share their gifts with us. We often complain
about Howard not being what we expected. '
Maybe part of that is due to the fact th al we don't
strive to represent what we expec1.
In the end, when the curtain closes. all the :
tomatoes have been cleaned away and all the
nasty observations have been spat out, our college experience is like anything else - what we
make it.
'

The wrirer is a ju11ior hisrory major.

ELIM BETTON

To All My Conscious Colleagues Revisited
The Egyptological response by Ann Roth, professor of Egyptology, in the March 13th issue
was well worth the wait. There is nothing like a
good article full of self-righteous semantics and
subtle insults to the intelligence.
It is not my intention to go back and forth in
literary a rgument, rather, it is my intention to
cstablish truth where it is lacking. We must tirelessly seek to do this in all aspects of o ur existence.
As Roth may attcs1 , 1he main players in the
archaeological world, as pertaining to Egypt
(Kemet) during the pas t 200 years, were primarily Europeans. These various Egyptologists.
with substantial financial backing. made considerable progress in their archaeological findings .
And. what a surprise! Herc they were, strangers
in a strange land, procla iming themselves to be
the possessors of the primary source evidence of
Egyptological studies.
I wonder what they found?
They didn't by c hance come across remnants
of the original inhabitants who strikingly resembled people that these Europeans were e nslav-
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ing and oppressing back home and around the
world.
"How could this be?" they must have asked
themselves. "These dark-skinned people have
produced the most impeccably well-crafted ar1ifac1s and their architecture is si mply a phenome non! It is apparent that we'll have to make some
modification. create our own theories as opposed
to lhe obvious truth. If we must steal and conceal, lei il be done. After all, we are the possessors of lhe primary source evidence.•
And to this very day, the systematic tampering
by Europeans of African his torical facts (both
tangible and written) continues to prevail.
Another poim of concern is the term "afrocen 1ri c. • To me it appears 10 be a no ther
euphemism to perpetuate confusion among the
masses, primarily Blacks.
How can something such as ancient Kemetian
history be studied from an afrocentric perspective when the origin, the essence, is African?
Why not just accept things for the way they are
instead of tagging ancient Black history with
extemporaneous distinctions of s tudy, i.e. afrocentrism and eurocentrism.

The interesting thing aboul ancient Black history is that there was no concept of skin color
difference, originally. The only inhabitants at one
time were people of color who dominated the
bener portion of the earth.
Consequently, as evolution goes. a multitude of
pale-skinned mutants finally began 10 walk on
two feet instead of all fours. Wilh developed reasoning, 1hey eventually climbed out of 1hcir
caves, set up a crude form of organization. and
set course with severe vengeance to mu1ila1e and
destroy all who did not look like them.
It goes without saying that they have changed
1he course of world history 1remendously. In
short, the concept of skin color became the
basis of all that would be de1ermined in every
aspect of existence.
Kemetian history is a mere e pisode in comparison to our rich and timeless existence as people of color. We are universal, shrouded with lhe
genetic blessing of melanin. While we reside
here on this plane of existence. It is our duty to
preserve ourselves and truth.

The wrirer is a first-year pharmacy s111de111.
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RECLAMATION.
"And from the days ofJohn tht Baptist until now tht kingdom of htartn sujftrtth
• violtnct, and tht violt11l lakt it by f orct."
-Matthew ll: 12

'Il1e

Howard University Community Choir

Volia, l,Nu. l

l'rttldftll Slifctn Addttm, Stl/•$1udy'h ,k

Aprll 19'1 8

Stlr•Stutl) TAJk 1'<1rtc Unl1tn11c1'framl-.

t 11ttt1S1, - . fmpor1111tt uf Accur11r l(cpor1

Prese11ts A

Spring Gospel
Concert
With Special Guest

PepperCo Recording Artist

Lecresia Campbell
-

"Stand Still (Until Your Will is Clear)"
"Perfect Praise"

"IThl- Unlvtnlty'• !{cl(,StudyJ I~ e1.'ltdirtly
11M of tht lllebl l1t1poriln1 t1etlvitle1 th:11 1110)1 of u!
11lll be lnvul,al in dun~ Ollf tenure at lluwllrd,"
141d ~ ldmt II, r.trkk Swygrrt 01 11 rect111
mttdng c,(tbt Sclf,Study ru,l force.
Mr, Swyjert. t'lllpha,Jz1111 U1~ ln1port11nc~ of
tbt Unhcr,i1y'1 Scl(·Study, olTcn.'11 word, uf
,'IIC~•'ltltlll lo tbt 11-im.'ll!ti.:r hul l-'1>n:~ .u1d
,tmscll th.! ,IMJ!!OCAllcc or pmdudn~ an U~Cllrlltc
ttport. .,.IJ1ls b 11o1 jUJI 0/kltll\'1 cxcrcl$C," 1<111d Mr.
Swy#(t. "Your fllld1np Inn primed ttl'(!rt Will l>.l
koo1111- Aftd ttlldt 1hll riuk l'vrtc wlll be
condurtlna tbt Sttf,Study (or dw U11lwrahy's 1999
tt.111trnllt111loo m,,kw by the Middle Stntc;
Assodiitlon ofCollcgrs 111d S(h11<1ls,
Mr, S"'}gert, 11h11 al.u i,.•rw~ Ill a v,JtlrtM
111c111btf of Ilic Mkldlc Stntcs A,!0Clnllo11 tuld ha.~
rt«ntly ch.:aitt:J the silc 1•hltwlu11 l(llm at 1110
11111\mhk-s dutUljj lhdt n:accr\.'\ll111tlon n:~fo11,, b
Uliltta the Tink hltw to ",.,nwc Ill\ hllnc,1
W"'1\t'Jll orthc 5blC ol'lhc Unlwt1hf,"
,~ Ur1lvmhf-i Sclr.s111Jy 11-111 l'lllh\lllalC
In April Im 111th an Oll•Sitc 11~,1 ltoltl the MIJJlc
Stales' ~crcdlti!lon lil1d nwicw lcJl1\.

Sunday,April26, 1998
6:00PM
Cramton Auditorium
Howard University
Washington, D.C.

Adm1ss1on 1s Free- Jesus Pa1d 1t All!

Wrappin'Heads by Falima
Holr Color 8peel11I
Any Moir Color w/ Stylo
$45,00
Donoby o Cortlfl11d ff0Jreolorl1t
Noll1 by fi'Qllelo

UblrrNII)' lo P1rtltlpJlt In C1mpu1,Wld~
SU l'\'t)'

Studcttis. (11<ully, &Ian' at1d lld111htlstrntot•
'4ill ttltllllbulc 111 the Sdr,Study rruJcd by
panklp111fog In ne:urt~wld~ !lllnvy Ihe sutl ~)'
11ill tilk,w lh.! llu11dlll wrnm111111) tu c1.ilUJtc tht
t/tthmity', pelf~ in ,3tlou, IIN.U 511(h aJ
lltallcmlt currklllum, .tudci1l life und cwnpu,
pollclcs 1111d pro(cdutes.
11\t tclulli or Al t llh'c)S "'ill lit ~'II In
~ the Unlwnhy' • ~d(•Stlllly rtpor1 d~ lh
spoilt! 1999,

l11c Sclf,StuJy Iiuk rurtt t'T 1
llnlvcr~ltf• rcu~cn:dllatlun n:1 lcw 1111 \,
dlvttl~'li 11110 cil!ht sl~Jy k,uns n:pn:s.'11~ It;
sllitr tuld stlldcntll. I he tl\11111 Gild laa
n:spon,lblc fur the Unl,cr1i1y'• a,'IC>ltm1hr
Orgtoltttlon, Adn1lnl!trttlon,' (:ou rnun111
l't..nnla~
ll1'"1,-r l,.1kur. 'tram Lc.idl'f
Clwict Wal~tr, Co•l~.iJcr
o,Jll\k.l•n role. 11,r..uthc Cotntuitt«Uiu
Stud1nb an<l Mud,nt Sfr,,lrt1
Juk-, 11.urrll. lc.un Icollkr
Nr1ld llcm.inl. C'o•ltad,-r
/111ialhan Ilulll►, l',c.:11111 ~ Comrn1lltt LlliM

At\l<ltmlr Proartm1
lllrll.llJ tn11ll,h. I cJSn I cadn
\fon,r 1,h11111, Co-lc.iJrt

Urairke \dJcti~) •Kelly,~ 1,,1111,t C'Wlmltttt Ilia
fuully

Alli~ 111.iktl~. Twn I c.idtt
Ckt~I• Ow111on. Co-It.Ilk!
WIU!ltf I ll\1'0<►11.1,. l.,t.lltil-c t'vmm,Ultlll''II
l'li}1k•I t'•cllldu
~nitlflUl Vtrt.iblt, re.Im l ~
O•• L,ur,t, Co-ltldtr
llnlfY )ll(l\\ln. hrtuhve C'omm11t<'f I~
O~lrblllti A1.>t"'11rAlllttlUhllluul F,ltttlillle

('on,tan~t Uli,on. rt.im Lr.idcl

Orl.ndo la)lor, Co-ladtr
Monb lla11kln1, Jr, L,«uthe C'i"nm1nctllu11
Pl~ anl•• and t11urial Rr,outffl
1'1111!1~ l"trtn Jr. It.ltn I t.lde1
Utk1t1 t'alJ'tflttt, to-lt,idcr

Alfltl! I 1-ht.-r, I ,«ut1\~ C"onunilltt W!,'111
l.lbrat)' •nJ lnlotn111111ll 'r« ~holosY aidTn~
I Ullh4 Raphad. rum Ic~
l~ulltt~ 11hn,Ucllllll. tll-k.JJtt
Mkllxl l<lfll'<, l ,e.:ulil~ t'1Mttn1,uc.: ~

THE BAYOU COULDN'T HOLD US
••• BUT C ARNEGIE CAN

Pedicure & Ma nicure ... $30.00
Full Set .. $25.00 w/ design
Fill-ins ... $15.00 Designs included

li\111 Dondod WOOVllli
fbr only $70
Sown In Woovo for $100 w/ eut & 1tylo
SJ! Rotoueh Spoelol
Shampoo, Wrap & Curl ... $25.00
Hair Cuts ... $10.00 & up
Hair Color ... $15.00 & up
Straw 'l\vist ... Prices Vary
Professional Natural Hair Stylist
Professional Weaves/Braids ...
Press and Cur l ... $35.00
Braid Removal Services ... Prices vary
Press & Curl ... $35.00

Open early a nd late 6 days per week for your convenience. We use the highest
quality products: Nexus & Paul Mitchell, M otions, Mizani.
We accept ATM and all major credit car ds.
Convenient location across from Howard University
Certified Hair Colorist

2632 G@or1l0 Avon~@ NVI
Wftshm11ton, D.C,
(202) 986■3767
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t]lsop Sraff \Vrirtrs
('huck & Bill)'s has rhe ugliest women in
1'n.• declares 57-year-o/tl Pim/ H. Hol,,J. •Good food. but ugly women.•
11te in..mrance salesman. while rhankfully
ktping our glasses of n,m and coke fille,I,
1wids like a grrmtlfather grousing about a
tra,ned up pasr. He rorrles offname's like the
JH. Bone ond Billy Simps, all bars that
In~come and gone.
Folks there knew the point of happy hour:
Jl)ring a pocket fi,/1 of phone numbers and
l'lllg dnmk and in bed by 10 p.m. 8111 rhose
pas are gone, he laments. Surly women or
pr. Chuck & Billy sis one of the last old-style
l,:ttring holes to hold 0 11.
Seslled in between a video store and a
nnd new Burger King on 27 I 8 Georgia
., the legendary Chuck & Billy's is the
!'bier of happy hour protocol.
lllthceaily 1990s. Chuck & Billy's was the
f:icc for Howard students to go on Friday's
aer class for drinks.
'11'sdope because you get to be around older
le in the community. The atmosphere is
mate. h's a historic spot by Howard,• said
·;u Willingham, a Howard Univers ity
n development major.
kc many students. Chuck & Billy's was
of the first bars Willingham visited upon
'ving at Howaid. But the HU crowd soon
, especially after liquor commissions
ed snooping around. Then the fancy, noland joints in D.C. drew larger crowds.

Places like Republic Gaidens and D.C. Live
arc more fainiliar to Howard students running
the happy hour circuit for which D.C. is
famous.
Republic Gardens features cheap drinks and
men volunteering their resumes to women
perched on barstools.
Meanwhile, D.C. Live attempts to attract the
pretentious, nouveau-bourgie crowd with
expensive discount drinks and a mediocre
buffet. Many Howard post-'95 entrants have
never heard of Chuck & Billy's. And probably for good reason. Chuck & Billy's patrons
look more like the aunties and uncles we see
at family reunions, weddings and cook outs
than our friends from speech class.
This is a place you'll find Ph.D.s and addicts.
Howard administrators and jazz musicians
jigging across the grimy parque dance floor.
Where aging alcoholics flirt with underage
college students and a federal prosecutor
waits his turn behind a panhandler to feed the
jukebox.
• And then you have the young folks like
me,' cal led out Jean Ricks. 62.
"You're young at heart•· but not in age,' bellowed Jimmy Walker, a 65-year-old retired
hairstylist to snickers from his buddies.
"Recycled teen-agers," she mumbled under
her breath.
We move in closer to learn Walker doesn't
have a clue. With smooth, chocolate skin and
only a slight trace of lines around her eyes,
Ricks has cheated time by at least 20 years.
'We look good. hub? Chuck must serve
some good liquor." she said with a laugh. A
retired social worker from Boston, Ricks is
one of the few female regulars at Chuck &
Billy's. It is just one stop on a 13-bar circuit

she spends her retirement frequenting.
As she sips on White Zinfandel. Ricks tries
to recruit us to help her create her newest
brainchild, 'Barbiz," a weekly newsleuer
devoted 10 telling old folks where 10 party.
'I may be old, but I'm still a bar person,• she
said.
She used to tell her children and her eightyear-old granddaughter that she was going to
work everyday at 4 p.m., but they soon caught
on to her real destination. Now her granddaughter always says, ' I sure would like to
meet those people. Chuck & Billy's.•
lf she were old enough to come here, it
wouldn't be hard to find Chuck. He can usually be seen wandering around the establishment be owns with bis old friend Billy Banks,
with a half-filled drink in his hand and baseball cap on his head.
When he takes a break from cooking. he's
usually greeting the women walking through

Photos by MeMn Mooring
Charles "Chuck'' Gary, co-owner of
Chuck & BIiiy's

the door with a "Hi darlin."
Charles "Chuck" Gary, 63, came to the District from Memphis 30 years ago. For years
be owned a bar on 14th Street before relocating on Georgia Avenue in 1990. Chuck
calls the place a sports bar and learned the
business from his uncle who owned a bar on
the South Side of Chicago.
On colder days, Chuck throws down with
grease-popping fried catfish, chicken wings
and salmon cakes. The best treat is when the
weather warms; Chuck slaps poultry and
pork on the grill out front. He credits the bar's
success to the variety of people who stroll
through the doors.
'You can talk to a musician, a professor or
a bum," Chuck said. ' It's economically feasible and spiritually feasible.•
Billy can usually be seen serving advice and
the strongest rum and cokes in town from
behind the bar. A former professional fight·
er, Billy Banks, 77, has served Howard students since the eaily 1960s when he owned
another bar up on 14th and T streets, the
Kenyon Grill.
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' I raised many a student there. That was the
hangout, " Billy said.
People like Kevin Moore knew Billy back
in his Kenyon Grill days, but now patron the
Georgia Avenue bar.
'I've known a lot of people in here for 20 to
25 years,' Moore said. "Here we talk trash,
we talk sports ... This is really it, this is like
my 'Cheers."
After a few of the bartender Barbara's stiff
drinks with minor chaser, everyone is waving
cigarettes, dancing, buying another round
and jamming to James Brown on the jukebox..
Mrs. Jenkins, the waitress, makes her way to
take more orders and lay bottles of hot sauce
and ketchup. Each wobbly table is decorated
with a different brand of beer botlle filled with
plastic flowers.
A majority of the regulars probably hail one
or two generations removed from the South.
It's a constant reminder that D.C. is below the
Mason-Dixon line. The jukebox has a little bit
of recent R & B and hip hop, but most of
records played are from Marvin Gaye, A1
Green or the Whispers.
If you come to Chuck & Billy's a couple of
times, the folks there get to know you and
your drink of choice. On Tuesdays, Chuck's
Cussin' Club·· the C.C. Club for short •· conducts its business. Anytime a member cusses in the presence of a young lady, he has to
give up a dollar.
'You'd be surprised how much money you
make,• said James Phifer, a 74-yeai-old retired
D.C. school teacher.

Phifer has been a regular at
happy hours since the '68 riots. He goes to
Chuck & Billy's everyday to meet his friends
' to have a little fun.'
Beyond the fines, club members raise cash
for Howard University Hospital, the HU football team and needy babies. And they attend
every Bison football game •· home and away.
Here at Chuck & Billy's, the men have no
qualms about a little innocent flirtation with
women less than half of their age. And the
feisty regulars love Howard women.
Holland may frnd the women at Chuck &
Billy's homely, but that doesn't stop just about
every woman from patting him on the shoulder and calling his name.
'Even the young girls come there to get guys
like me. You know," be said, leaning in close
enough to touch eyelashes. "Even 21-yeat"olds.•
Chuck & Billy's men are nice-· but not fly.
They'll eagerly buy ladies drinks without
salivating for their numbers. The men have
beer bellies, cowboy boots, I0-gallon hats or
gray hair. Or on a good day all of the above.
For six dollars anyone can get a good eat and
drink on.
Ingrid Diam, of Northwest, for the past
eight years comes to Chuck's two to three
times a week.
"It's a respectful establishment," Diarra
said. ''That's very important; it's comfortable.
It's down to earth."

!{emnants Of.Motown Celetirate ts ZIOtDBirtliila}1
( TA-N€ HISI COJ\TF.S

/sop Staff Writer
you were looking for a man to
te a multimillion dollar busi~s and the most economically
:cessful independent .Black label
:r, that man would not have been
rry Gordy Jr.
iordy was a failed boxer and a
led entrepreneur who opened a
:ord store only to watch it go
1krup1.
rp until 1958. Gordy's adult life
I been a series of misfiring gam;. That year, in a small Detroit
use. Gordy founded Motown
:ords and bec ame the most
nous name i n .Black popular
sic.
or more than 20 years the label
npcd out hits at a ferocious pace,
1ng up to its moniker, "Hitsville

A.•
ut in recent years the company
, become a minuscule force in
1ck music. A labe l that once
1111ed among its ranks S tevie
nder. Marvin Guye and Michael
kson brandfahes no such s tar

power today.
The only act 011 Motown's roster
that has recently experienced a
great measure of success is Boyz ll
Men. Motown still exists in name,
but not in spirit.
Yet the innovative sp irit that
~otown helped pioneer and the
rugged soul of its '70s songs can
sti!J be beard io rap music.
1n addition. rap artists routinely
pilfer Motown's catalouge for samples. Furthemore, Motown, as a
successful .Black independent label,
established the model for Black rap
labels like Def Jam, Razor Sharp
and No Limit.
Motown is one of the most significant stories in the history of
Black popu lar music. But one
wouldn't know this Crom the sounds
on the radio.
The energy that drove Motown's
house band and the creative zeal
that artists like Wonder and Gaye
brought to .Blnck music no longer
pulses through across the radio
waves. In his book "The Death of
Rhythm and Blues," Nelson George
argues that Ilic death of independent
record labels, like Motown, also

led to a death of creativity in Black it, the sound of young America.•
"It's an oversimplification 10 say
But in the '80s Motown. like
Indeed crossover was Motown's that Motown was simply commer- much of Black music, began to
music.
Gordy was a pioneer because he primary goal and Gordy under- cial because much of the '70s music decline. Chief among Motown's
problems was the departure of sevwas a Black man who owned his stood that this meant more than was funky,• Roberts said.
Motown is best known for '60s eral of its most popul ar acts like
own record label during and after simply putting Black voices on a
the days of segregation. This is dif- record. The Motown image was ballads like Smokey Robinson and Jackson, Ross and Lionel Richie
the Miracles "My Girl," Diana Ross who was the Commodores lead
ferent from Black label beads today, cleverly calculated.
such as Sean "Puffy' Combs whose
Most of Gordy's acts came from and The Supremes "Baby Love," or singer.
Also many of Motown's earlier
Bad Boy label must answer to poor families and had not been the Marvelelles "Mr. Postman."
However, during the 70s. Gordy acts went into decline. Suddenly the
experienced to the international
Arista.
Gordy was his own distributor exposure that Motown would bring. loosened his formula and allowed Thmprations. The Four Tops and
and consequenlly answered to only Gordy hired charm school teachers his acts 10 record feistier songs.
Mattha Reeves were hitless. By the
Gaye's album "Let's Get it On," mid-'80s Motown was no longer a
himself. But Gordy was no Black to teach Motown acts "proper"
featured blatantly sexual songs like force in the music industry
nationali st. In fact a p illar of speech and manners.
It was said that even the Motown the title cut and 'You Sure Love to
'It's not Motown anymore tbe
Motown's success was its ability to
market its product 10 Whites.
sound, with its strong prominent Ball." Gaye also used Motown to Motown we're talking about is still
Cultural and political critic Brian tambourines and drum kicks, was address political matters on albums in that little house in Detroit. The
days of independence are gone or at
Gilmore summari1:es Gordy's aims tailored to appeal to Whites. In ao like ' What's Going On?'
Wonder also broke loose from ·least dying,• Roberts said.
rather blunlly, "He was trying to sell interview, soul pioneer Isaac Hayes
Motown's formulaic approach
The business is now controlled by
Black music to White people."
said as much.
recording
'
Songs
In
The
Key
of
giant
media conglomerates like
"Now
it
was
the
standard
joke,
Indeed, no record label before
Life"
and
"lnnervisions,"
both
of
Warner
Brother, who put selling
that
Whites
could
not
clap
on
a
Motown had been able to so sucrecords
before
artistry.
backbeat,"
Hayes
said.
'
What
which
contained
a
heavy
dosage
of
cessfully take .B lack music and
While
Gordy
wan ted to sell
Motown
did
was
very
smart.
They
political
commentary.
package it to be sold for Whites. As
records
he
alS-O
had
an obvious conbeat
Ilic
kids
over
the
head
with
it.•
By
the
late
'70s
Motown
had
gone
the one-time ow ner of n sma ll
cern
about
the
quality
package.
record label. Mark Roberts underBut Gordy's brand of crossover from prim and sweet acts like Mary
Thus
Motown's
legacy
offers
peak
stands the importance of Motown. was nothing like the crossover that Wilson and early Gaye to the hardat
a
world
that
no
longer
exists.
"What Motown was able to do occ urs today in Blac k mu sic core funk of acts like the Com11 was a world where artistry still
was put Black music into the main- because as smooth and as manu- modores and S and M symbolism
mattered.
stream." Roberts said. 'Gordy was factured as Motown's music was it of Rick James who would smoke
dope during his performances.
able to make Black music. as he put remained innovative.
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GangStarr: 'Moment of 1ruth'
New Album Ma_rks Returns For Rap Duo

Hip-Hop Road Trip Takei
Audience On A Fun 'Ride'
By J EFF L YLES

By Pmur HENERY

Hilltop Staff Writer

Hilltop Sta.ff Wriler

It seems a movie with the urban audience in mind cannot be madc,1
out half the cast comprised of some of the biggest names in hip ix,,
And almost as predictable is tha1 only half of these movies areeveo1r4
$3.75. The latest movie 10 follow this hip hop mee1s Hollywood lllai 1
"Ride," starring "New York Undercover's" Malik Yoba, ·'Damon's"~l4
sa De Sousa and a host of hip hoppers. Fortunately, Puff Daddy does,
make an appearance in the film.
'
De Sousa is Leta Evans. a film school graduate interning with Blue~
("Downtown" Julie Brown) hoping to make her big break in difCCtini
Yoba plays Poppa. who accompanies the group at the request of~
B (played by Luke), hi~ longtime friend, in the hopes that Freddy,j
finance his riles of passage program in Harlem.
No MA$E sightings here either, thankfully. ln addition to taking~i
the kids, Poppa also has to look out for his younger brother, ~
(Onyx 's Fredro Starr).
Kelly is pretty cheap and wants to cut all kinds of corners in backini~
trip, so she has the group take a bus down to Miami. This isn't )'Olllll)
.
nary Greyhound, though.
As soon as 1he group is all 1oget.her, the movie turns into ''whmtj
know that guy from?" The cast includes two-thirds of rap group~
Snoop Doggy Dogg and The Lady of Rage.
Surprising!)\ the hip-hop heads are actually quite convincing in lheirrtt.
especially Rage, which is actually a li1tlc scary once you see the lllllli
No comedy would be complete without its scene s1ealers, and-~
has quite a few of them.
It's not Joe Torry teaming with Casper (Reuben Cobia) as one half'
Casper and Indigo, that's his little brother. Guy. The comedy genesibl
fall too far in this clan. Now if only they could help the Wayans.
John Witherspoon (of "Friday" fan1e) and Cedric the Entertainerllltl
hilarious brothers, Rosco and Bo, (makes you wonder if writer Milliaa
Shelton was a fan of the "Dukes of Hazard?") who drive the giocp1
Miami. These two make the "Ride" enjoyable since about 65 pertell i
the really funny jokes arc from them. It's a safe assumption that •Iii
they're on screen, you'll be laughing.
Dartanyan Edwards is another huge reason for the laughs as Rage'spr,
ner. Herb, who's just a little annoyed about having 10 follow Geronillll»
Miami after he makes off with his and Rage's stolen loot.
East coast residents shou ld listen up. Throughout the trip, some ollr
DJs from your local radio stations check in and give shouts out to!;d.
dy B and his crew.
"Ride" is a fun movie. It is not something you' II be racking your Ira
trying to figure out what the directors, the renowned Hudlin brothen.•m
going for in each particular scene. The brothers, went for the same 1:11
that made "House Party" such a success for them. Well, 1be first one~
way. Most times it works. as most jokes are dead on. The first 15 min&
might make you a bit leery. but that ·s all it takes to gel the ball. err....la
moving.
It's not a really long movie. and you might even hear yourself 53)1!
·They're here already," because it's only so much left in the film.
Don't look for ·'Ride" 10 break any "Titanic" records even ifil reJl13!M
in the box office until 2003, but it's definitely one of the belier lllOlitl
geared toward the Black audience in qui1e a while.

Longevity in the game that is the rap indus-

try can be as elusive as trying to find a creative
microbe of talent on the radio. But it has been
done.
Behold, the combination of a Boston-born
MC and a DJ who attended college in Toxas.
These two would meet and merge their respec•
tive hungers to form the creative genius that is
GangStarr.
No, they have never went platinum, or goldat least not in record sales. GangStarr is
G.U.R.U. and DJ Premier. Fot those who do not
know, ·become educated by the following:
"Manifest," ·'DJ Premier In Deep Concentration," "Jazz Thing." ·'Just To Get A Rep," "Toke
It Petsonal," "Ex To The Next Girl," (and
remix) "Mass Appeal," and now "You Know
My Stecz."
These are all songs from the vast library of
GangStarr, and also an excellent mini-discography of one of the most respected careers in
hip-hop history. GangStarr has released a fifth
album, ''Moment of Truth."
And, it is definitely the most timely of
moments for a pure hip-hop album like this.
"Moment of Truth'' is exactly what the industry needed to remind itself of it's slow creative
death.
This album is very similar to previous
GangStarr albums. however, there is more
emphasis on certain messages; self-responsibility, introspection, loyalty, self-understanding
and acceptance.
GangStarr is not out to "playa-hate'' anyone,
they just want to make tight hip hop. The
album leads off with the near-classic "You
Know My Steez," and follows up with the
mental grit of "Robbin' Hood Theory," a
monotone, yet commanding call from G. U.R. U.
for us as a people to rightfully take what is
rightfully ours in this world.
"Work" will have trucks bangin' from coast
10 coast with its explosive kicks and G.U.R.U.'s
callused vocals from doing years of the song's
namesake on the mic. "Royalry" is the perfect
summer hit for GangStarr, and it better be with
K-Ci and JoJo placed so well in the chorus.
But, one of the CD's shining stars is, without
a doubt, "Above The Clouds" featuring Wu•
Tang's truly underrated Inspect.ill Deck.
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Photo by Daniel Hastings
DJ Premelr, left, and G.U.R.U., also known as GangStarr, make a comeback with new
album.
He really shines on this piece. and I hope this
song is an indicator of his and Premier working together in the future.
'The Militia" is a tight three-man cut with the
surprisingly improved flow of Big Shug and
Freddie Foxx 's clever lyrics with a flow that
sounds hungrier than ever.
The album's title cut was very well-thought
out as well, as a lot of so-called "Generation
Xers," young. Black men especially, should be
able to relate to it very well.
"JFK to LAX" is about G.U.R.U.'s experience
with the system when they caught him with a
firearm that had him in a bit of controversy. The
track is laid-back and full of attitude, just like
G. U.R. U.'s, or any man's, mood would be when
the system has you caught up in it.
The album does follow certain formulas that
are GangStarr·s trademark, like the somewhat
flat 'The Rep Gets Bigga," Other pieces like
"What I'm Herc 4" and "Next Time" really
epitomize the GangStarr sound with sweet
flows of piano notes and smooth old-style
horns.
Notably absent from the LP arc GangStarr
Foundation members Group Home and Jeru the

Damaja who are replaced by newcomers like
Crumbsnatcher, who is the only one with real
potential, and G-Dap.
"Betrayal" is a duet with Scarface that comes
off really well, despite the repetitiveness of the
track. The only low point on the album is 'The
Mall," where the concept just dulls the music
into oblivion.
All in all, ''Moment Of Truth" is not a totally new sound from GangStarr, but it is what it
is - a very dope hip-hop album. The music
provided by "'the DJ you respect" will grab you
with its creative use of sounds and alwaysclever chorus scratching that reminds us all of
how important the rapper and the DJ is to this
hip-hop thing.
G.U.R.U. has not sounded this lyricallyfocused since the duo's third LP "Daily Oper•
ation." This album should keep many beads satisfied, as this work is only one of many ge(lls
10 be dropped this summer.
Hip hop, real, hip hop has returned, folks.
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Poets In 'Catch The Fire' Express Views On Today's Society
By CLARENCE J ULIEN
Hilltop Sia.ff Writer

A poel's mission can never be
complete without forcing individuals to change their mentality,
lifestyle and culture.
Through the eyes of great .poet
laureates Henry David Thoreau,
Langston Hughes. Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Paul Lawrence Dunbar
and Maya Angelou, the spoken
word has been instrumental in
addressing society's problems from
political, social, his1orical and economic perspectives.
Poets possess the abi lity to
express such topics with creative
dialect and subjective reali1y; therefore they adjust and develop their
talents to reach the consciousness
of 1he young and old.
In the 1990s, America has provided organized marches 10 focus

specifically on the Black commu•
nity, introduced cultural awareness
workshops on ethnicily and multiculturalism and enhanced reform
programs for minorities in 1he
workplace.
In addition, there is now secular
education, an increase of women in
the workplace and attelllion for the
sexual abuse that women have
faced domestically and professionally.
These issues have inspired established and novice poets to collaborale their works in a unique book
which reflects African-American
life in the 1990s.
The book tilled "Catch the Fire"
was edited by Derrick 1.M. Gilbert
(a.k.a. D-Knowledge), a Ph.D.
graduate of UCLA, and motivational poet who has performed for
audiences at Russell Simmons'
"Def Comedy Jnm," "Showtime at
the Apollo," and a host of 01ber

appearances.
"Fire" contains six chap1ers of
poetry from poets. Nikki Giovanni.
Amiri Baraka and Sonia Sanchez.
Also, e111er1ainers Malcolm Jamal
Warner. Eddie Griffin. aulhor/cultural cri1ic Kevin Powell and basketball player Shaquille O'Neal
provide additional works.
The topics covered in this collaboration of prose range from Black
empowermcn1. the inner lusts of
men and women, physical and psycho logica l abuse that women
undergo in 1heir relationships,
strong family bonds within the
Black community. and the direct
relationships 1hat music and poetry have in building cultural awareness within the Black community.
In "Fire," Gilbert guides readers
toward the latent and obvious messages contained in poems.
The first chapler includes a poem
titled "The Domino Theory (Or

Snoop Dogg Rules the World)" by
Kenneth Carroll , where he uses
poetry to conduct his personal commentary on the stereotypical label
placed on rap music.
An excerpt from 1he poem reads:
·'Gangsta rappers killed Martin,
Malcolm, and bolh Kennedy's. they
imprisoned Mumia, Geronimo and
Peliter, they started the riots, caused
the delay in the congressional budge1. made Hillary lie. spread thee•
bola virus, elected the republicans,
caused the Challenger explosion.
and are responsible for your high
electric bill."
Carroll's commentary used some
of the most publicized gangsta rapper names (Ice T. <fupac. Easy-E.
Spice I) to emphasize why "Gangsta Rap" is considered more detrimental to American society than
Watc.rgme and the Nicaraguan arms
scandal.
Carroll's poem uses reverse psy-

chology in pointing out the latent
and obvious theories about rap
music.
Another poem by Tony Medina
examines Black enslavement to
mmerial items in a prose titled
"Capitalism i~ a Bruial Mother*******." Medina is barned how
Blacks constantly keep falling ,•ictim to advertising. however he suggests a resolve for capitalism in an
excerpt from the book:
"Dances. jackets, earrings, hairstyles. hairdos. Nike sneakers,
Michael Jordan and Spike Lee
flicks won' t save us. But us and
Science and Machine Guns and
Heart and Love of Life and Love
of People and Love For Peace
and Love and Love and Love wi II
save us.
Revolution will save us. Revolution will save us. Revolution will

guilty for giving hard earned rim!
away for simple pleasures. and~
Blacks have 10 empower thee
selves 10 avoid mnnel vision.
Gilbert was captivated by Ile
energy of fellow poe1 So:il
Sanchc£. who\e poem "Ouch llt
Fire" inspired his anthology,
name.
Sanchez· poem opens 1he flli
chap1er. where she pleads ~idi
urban youth 10 prevent murdm.
and become survivors. le.'IChentlli
follow in the footsteps of Africa
American revolutionaries.
"Catch 1he Fire" is designed 11
awaken the Black subconscious al
ser\'eS 10 substmlliate lhnl poelr)is
more than rhythmic stanzas. Poe!·
ry is an inner voice which burm
within al l of us and if it is a<ldtes:i(d
toward a target audience it COii!
move people 10 fight injustice.

save us."
Medina causes the reader 10 feel

Old Makes New: Record Industry Claims Music Sampling Is Major Part Of Business
By ERIKA

WORTHAM

Hilltop SMjJ\Vri1er

The saying, "Out with the old, in
with the new" doesn't seem to be
reflec1ed in today's world - al least
within the music industry. Today's
music industry is making tunes and
much money with music hits from

I

I

Sampling is wha1 it is called. A
technique thal bas been around
since the early days of brcakdanc•
ing, deejaying and rappping nearly
two decades ago,
Sampling, however. has recently
gained much atte111ioo as it gains
popu larity among producers aod
artists of lhe I 990's.
"Sampling is a major parl of the

Pholo courlesy
Groups, such as the The Isley Brothers, have had their R&B record·
lngs sampled by artists In the hip-hop genre.
the past, turning them into sounds
that arc new and very popular with
music listeners.

industry," said Andy Yorke, WKYS
Radio personality. "It has been
around ·for ages and I do not think

ii is going anywhere anytime soon."
Sampling is the technique music
arrangers and producers use by taking a piece of music and manipulating it electronically.
According to radio producer Joel
Bilheimer. lhe controversy arises
when you start doing ii to other
artist's music. Publishing standards
say that their may be eight bars of
a song used wi1hout giving credit 10
the writer.
Any additional material used
requires the payment of royalties to
the original creator of the song.
With popula( hip-hop artist Sean
"Puffy" Combs using sampling as
a trademark, the technique has garnered mixed reviews to its ethical
and crea1ive aspects.
"People make a big deal because
of what Puffy is doing with music
from the 80s, which I think is cool,"
said Keith Pearson, Island Records
head of promotions for the Washington, D.C.-Baltimore area.
''Using old music gives the 90s a
way 10 bring back old hits and create new styles."
Pearson says producers use sampling because people love when
they hear something that they know.

Though this may give older artists
the opportunity to make their own
comebacks when their music is
used. it is only fair that they are
given proper attribution and mone1ary compensation for their original work.
"The legal ramifications do ben•
efit the writers and old artists that
are being sampled," Yorke said. "It
also rekindles old careers and helps
groups that would have otherwise
been obscure in the Black community. Ifit were not for "Mo' Money.
Mo' Problems" we would not be
hearing [Diana Ross' 'I'm Coming
Oul']."
David Dickinson. music director
for WHUR agrees with the fact that
more credit needs to be given to
those who make the songs and listeners also need to be educated on
the originality of today's version of
older songs.
"If it [sampling] can be done creatively it is good, but it can be a
crutch for those without creative
talent." Dickinson said.
Though one may have to be careful in regards to legal ramifications
when using other's music to create
ano1her sound, sampling seems to

Photo counesy .ht
A Tribe Called Quest sampled The Isley Brothers', "Betweenllw
Sheets," In their song, "Bonita Applebum (The Remix)."
have a positive outlook on most
music lovers. Bilheimer says one
positive thing it has done is to introduce a younger generation 10 the
music of an older generation.
"If someone takes Miles Davis or
John Coltrane and loops those and
turns someone onto them. it is foniastic," Bilheimer said. "But I do
not think the modern producer has
the right to claim to be the creator
of the sound."
Bilheimer adds that if you take
someone e lse's idea and give it

back in another form it is bad·
biting.
"But it is creative if you take i18lll
do something new with it," hessid
Rueben Monmouth. a junior
music education majorihinb otllerwise.
"Sampling is good but it hasgOI·
ten out of hand.'' Monmouth said.
"It has crcaled an industry of musi:
with no creativity. 1\venty yws
from now people will look b:u:hnd
say no music came from 1he ~-·
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Arts, Entertainment, Nightlife
In The District, Maryland,Virginia

•

krfor,nances
I,: Kennedy Ccnicr offers free performances daily on its Millennium
c :116 p.m. The I loward University Jan: Ensemble performs April 2 1.
k ii o n your calendar. No tickcl\ are requ ired. For a list of updated

ti'"

ormanccs. call (202) 467-4600. The Kennedy Center is loc:11cd al 2600
N.W.

LAlvin Ailey American Dance Theater. directed by Judith Jamison.

'
!

files to the Kennedy Center's Opera House April 21-26 for only seven
jformanccs. Performing select works on differe111 nights. the company
I execute choreography from "Night Creature," "Revelations." "Suite
s" and "Vespers• just 10 name a few. Tickets range from $28 10 $50.
more information. call (202) 833-9800. The Kennedy Cente r is localBl 2600 F St, N.W.
k>bic Allen and Jame~ lngmm perform in the world premiere of Brot.h~ of the Knight through April 26 at the Kennedy Center Turrace The-

'rt. This new version recounts the adventures of the young Knight brolh-

f who, for reasons known

only 10 themselves. leave torn up shoes by
~ir bed every morning leaving a mystery to be solved. Ballet, sewing,
phop. slide, tap and stepping will be incorpor:ued into the show. T icktfonhe public performances are$ I 0. For more information, call (202)
!7-4600. The Kennedy Center is located at 2600 F St.. N. W.

loodway hi1 mu~ical "Ragtime" based on E.L. Doc1orow's classic novel
to Wa~hington's National Theatre April 29. Reserve your 1ickc1s
)l.ly by c:1ll ing (202) 783-3372. The National Theatre is located at 1321
!nnsylvania Ave.. N.W.

Fs

\e American Ballet TI1eatrc re1urn, to the Kennedy Center thorough Sun•
They wi ll perform Frederick Franklins' full- length "Coppelin" and
tni.Jtcd-rcpertor)' program featuring Agne, de Millc's "Fall River Lcg.t." George Balanchine's "Theme and Variations" and Sir Frederick Ash~·• "Le~ Pa11neun.." Ticket.\ range from $23.50 to $58. For more inforlition, call (20'.!) -167-4600
Dancc Theatre of I larlem will perform April 28 throug h May 3 at the
ncdy Center. For more information (202)-167--1600. TI1e Kennedy Cens located nt 2600 F S t .. N.W

F.

Photo courtesy DC Pholograph/WPAS
Alvin Alley's "Revelations" will be Included In the company's seven performances in Washington, D.C. Ailey's dance theater will perform Aprl 21-26 at the Kennedy Center Opera House.
.
orientation for visitors and rcside111s of the nation's capital alike. Through
maps. photographs and models, the exhibition traces more than 200 years
of bu ilding in Wnshing1on. D.C. at lhe National Building Museum. For
more informalion, call (202)272-2448. The museum is localed at 401 F
St.. N.W.

ets are S4. general admission S8. 1b reserve a space. or for more information. call (202) 783-7370. The museum is located at 1250 New York
Avc.. N.W.

Celebrating the work of one of Africa's greatest traditional sculptures is
"Olowe of lsc: A Yoruba Sculptorto Kings" which runs through September.
Pinnos. 4 Hands.· is playing at the Kennedy Center Eisenhower The· A special gallery discussion, --First Look: 'Olowe of lse: A Yoruba Scu lp~- through May 3. The play is a humorous odyssey of two musicianstor to Kings'" led by Roslyn Walker will occur on Sunday at 3 p.m. The
lr.li ning who le:irn thal practice docsn'I always make perfect. For more
National Museum of African Art exhibit features 35 of Olowc's major
rmntion. call (202) 467-4600. The Kennedy Center is located at 2600
woodworks
in high and uneven relief. For more information, call (202)
~ 1..N.W.
357-2000. The museum is located at 950 Independence Ave., S. W.

lbc Merry Wives of Windsor." directed by Daniel Fish. runs lhrough May
t The Shakespeare Theatre. All performances begin at 7:30 p.m. and
kend matinees at 1:30 p.m. Ticke1 prices range from $17 to $43. For
e information or tickets call (202) 393-2700. The theater is located at
Seventh St.. N.W..

E

The world's largest Black hjs1ory collection is currently located at the
Library of Congress. "The African American Odyssey" exhibit spreading over three buildings, featuring live million books, lilms, photos and
documents and covering more than two centuries of Black history is on
view. For more information, cal l (202) 707-6400. The Library of Congress is located al First Street and Independence Avenue.

Poetry slam will take place at The Bar Nun. Monday from 7-10 p.m.
Aw:lrds will range between $50 and S 100. For more information. call (202)
667-6680. The Bar Nun is located at 1326 U St.. N.W.
A book party for "Chcckie: A Child Out of the Desire," by Clarence Nero
wil l be held on Satu rday. Apri l 25 from 6-8 p.m. Featuring live entertainment. and the announcement oft he Bar Nun poetry slam winners wi ll
take place at Howard University's Gallery Lounge. The lounge is located on Howard's main campus in the Blackburn Center.
E. Ethelbert Miller wi ll appe:lr at the Arts Club of Washington April 22
al 7 p.m. as p:lrt of the continuing "Conversations with the Authors" series. ;
Miller. the director of t.he African American Resource Center al Howard
University, will read from his body of work including "First Light: Select- •

"George Segal, a Retrospec1ive Sculptures, Paintings, Drawings:· a four-decade retrospective honoring the American
artist. is currently on view at the Smithsonian's Hirshorn
Museum aod Scu lpture Garden. Continuing through May 17.
the exhibi t includes more than 20 landmark works of the Pop
Art era, mixed media a nd more. For more information call
(202) 357-2700. Admission is free. The Hirshorn is located al
Independence Ave. at Seventh Street S.W.
''Me1alwork '98.'' a jewelry and metalwork exhibit will have
its opening reception tomorrow at the Rockville Arts Place. A
brown bag lunch and a slide show will be hosted by Don Stuart. a Canadian Goldsmith. The exhibit celebrates the 20th
anniversary of the Washington Guild of Goldsmiths. Admission is free. For more information, call (202) 309-6900. The
museum is located at I00 E. Middle Lane, in Rockville. Md.
The Museum of African American Art is c urrently exhibiting
•A Spiral of History: A Carved Tusk from 1hc Loango Coast,
Congo" through April. The West Cen1ral African relic dates
from the mid-to-late 1800s and is featured in the Point of View
Gallery. For more information, cal l (202) 357-2627. Admission is free. The museum is located al 950 Independence Ave.,

s.w.
TI1e Phil lips Collection presents "Consuelo K:111aga: An American Pho tographer" Tuesdays through Sundays. This photography exhibit includes black and white stills and portraits. On
Thursdays. lhe museu m presents "Artful Evenings," a mix of
Photo courtesy Virgin Records
· ·
·a1· ·
d
· I
·
Ad ·
rgln Records recording star Janet Jackson's World Tour stops in the area 3:1a~pn.-c,m,on. ~oc,, ,~ngan !11uSica cntert.runment.
rmslhe July 9 at the MCI Center.
s1on ts free. For more mformat,on. call (202) 387-215 1. The
Phillips Collection is located at 1600 21st St., N.W.
onday Night at 1hc National presents shows beginning at 6 p.m. and 7:30
m. Admission is free. For more informulion. call (202) 783-3372. The
ationo l Theatre is located at 1321 Pennsylvania Ave .. N.W.
hear Madness." the record-breaking comedy whodunit that lets the audic piny armchair dc1cctive is currenlly running al the Kennedy Center's
a1cr Lab. Sunday-Thursday shows arc $25 and Friday and Sa1urday
ws :1rc $29. For more information, call (202) 467--1600. The Ke nnedy
enter is located at 2600 F St., N. W.
e world premier of" Kudzu: A Southern Musical" is featured al Ford's
entre. Scheduled 10 play an open-ended run i1110 June, this 1..any, romancomedy is sci in the lictional town of Bypass. USA. Tuesday-Sunday
·cning shows piny at 7:30 p.m .. Thursday matinees play at I p.m. and
nday matinees at '.I p.m . Tickel prices range from $27 to $40. Discounts
available for ~ludcnts. For more information. call (202) 347-4833. The
catrc is located at 5 1 I I 0 th St., N. W.

hibits
nshington: Symbol and City," is :1 permanent exhibit providing a g reat

The National Buildi ng Museum exhibits "Planning Washington's Monumental Core: L'Enfan1 10 Legacy• through June and "Civic Lessons:
Rece nt New York Public Architecture• through May. For more information. call (202) 272-3603. Admission is free. The museum is located
at -101 F St.. N.W.

Photo courtesy Kennedy Center
Celebrating its 30th anniversary the Dance Theater of Harlem arrives
at the Kennedy Center on April 28.

Book Signillgs /Poetry Ciphers
Tracey L. Brown, daughter and author of "A Seat al the Tobie," a personal, intimate portrait of the late Secretary of Commerce. Ron Brown, will
be at Vertigo Tuesday at 6 p.m.
Derrick Bell. a uthor of" Afrolantica Legacies." his new colJcction of allegorical stories and essays wi ll sign books Thursday, Aprii 23 at 6 p.m. For
more information, call (202) 429-9272. Vertigo Books is l6ca1ed at 1337
Connecticut Ave .. N.W.
The National Museum of Women in the Arts presents "Generations." its
evening of Literary Series with receptions that follow. On May I al 7 p.m.
Edwidge Daticat, Haitiona author of "Brcat.h, Eyes, Memory• and 1994
National Sook Award Nominee. and Marysc Conde, playwright, author,
Columbia University professor and liter:1ry critic wilJ lcad discussions on
their Nationally recognized collections and achievements. Student lick-

cd and New Poems." and his newest creation, "Whispers, Secrets. and
Promises." For more information, call the Arts Club at (202) 331-7282.
ext. 25. The Club is located at 20171 St., N.W.
The students at Drew Hall present a poelCy cipher tomorrow at 4:30 p.m.
The event is free and open 10 the pubbc. Drew Hal l is located on Howard
University's campus at 5 11 Gresham Ave., N.W.
•

Concerts
Janel Jackson world tour tickets arc in their second week of sales. Jackson performs July 9 at the MCI Center kicking off her tour. Th purchase
tickets. call (202) 432-SEAT. Hurry, tickets arc going fast.

•

..
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SPORTS
Howard University Track Team
Steals Show During Invitational
By DERRICKS. EO\\f\ROS
Hilltop Su,ff Writer

The Bison track team was the host for a number of schools at the Howard Relays in Greene
Stadium, last Sa1urday. And the Bison were
everything but gracious hosts, taking away a
plethora of medals at the meet.
Mona-Gail Baker, freshman standout member
of the three-time MEAC champion HU women's
basketball team, suited up for the first time in the
shot put and discus throw. Baker won both
events. She threw for 39.1 1/2 feet in theshol put,
and she ihrew for 127 feet in tbe discus throw.
Abigale Harry won the women's high jump
with a leap of 5-2. Harry also won the longjump
with a leap of 19-7 3/4.
And if that wasn't enough Harry won a silver
medal in the triple jump competition with a leap
of 39-6 l/2. Harry placed just out of medal contention in the I00-metcr hurdle with a time of
14 minutes, 46 seconds •· good enough for

fourth place.
The women's 400-meter relay team also won
a gold, finish(ng with a time of 47.72 seconds.
Other Bison team members who made their
presence fell on this day were senior team captain Tamyra Edwards. She placed second in the
1,500-meter run and qualified for the MEAC in
the 800, the 1,500, and the 3,000.
Nykia Scou, Adrianne Trice and Karen Walters placed third, fourth and fifth in the 400-meter
dash, respectively.
Ayanna Mackins, a freshman, came out on top
in this meet. She won both the 400-meter dash,
and I ,S00-meter run.
"I haven't lost a race this season." Mackins said.
•1 set my personal goals very high, and even if
I don't make them, whatever I do achieve is going
to be real high."
For the men's team, Isaac Sugut continued 10
dominate long distance running. He won the
1,500-meter run clocking in at 3:57.81.
Two silver medals were given out to Kendric
Brooks and Jason Charter for their participation

in the 200 and 400-meter dashes. Brooks ran a
time of 21: 15 in the 200, while Charter finished
second in the 400 with a time of 47.76 seconds.
Larry Blankenship also had a second place finish. He leaped for 22-9 3/4 in the long jump.
Other Howard athletes placed in the top 10
spots. Drew Anderson came in sixth in the 1,500
and Clifton Alexander came in seventh in the
same event. Adrian Clark finished sixth in the
400 with a time of 49.08 seconds.
Before the outdoor season began, Howard
broke a MEAC indoor record in the women's distance relay by 20 seconds, clocldng in at
12:3 1.94. The record breaking group included
Edwards, Trice and Mackins.
Su gut won the 5,000-meter run with a time of
15:40.31. And Sugul, Kiptalam Baiwyou, Charter and Mike Zipf, formed a relay team which
placed second in the men's distance relay.
The women's team came in third in the MEAC
championships and the men's team placed fifth.

Women's Lacross Team Tells Of Obstacles
Encountered In Becoming NCAA, Varsity Sport
By DERIUCK S. EDWARDS

ter.

Hilltop Staff Writer

said. "We didn't have our schedule for 1998,
equipment, our field lined or a solid group of
players."
Some of the team's uniforms arc still coming
in. The team does not have warm-ups and a few
team members do not have stickbags or cleats.
There were only seven core players from the
club level that are on the currelll team.
"Even a lot of the players who have been at the
club level haven't even been coached," PodMilsak said.
Despite their early obstacles, the team not only
managed to survive, but prosper. The players
were able to spark up interest in the team, and
in no time there was an adequate number of players to make a team.
"People were ready," Richards said. "In addition to that students fell the excitement."
One. reason for the excitement is that this team
is a part of history.
"Everybody who played this year knew they
were part of the history being the only HBCU
with a Lacrosse team," Brown said.
After findi ng members, the next step was getting prepared for competition. hs first game was
schedu led on Feb. 28, one month after the team
was composed.
There are differences in women's and men's
lacrosse.
There arc only natural boundaries in women's
lacrosse. This means players can play behind the
goal and the ball is s1jll inbounds. Also, all
checks have to go on stick and down and away
from the body.

•r had quite a job cut out for me," PodMilsak

There are grullls, yells, screams and the indistinguishable smell of competition in the air at
Greene Stadium. However, the team is unfamiliar because the teams that usually play at Greene
•· Men's and Women's Soccer and Football •·
arc all out of season.
Now. there is a new team on the scene: Women's Lacrosse. And, il has been turning heads
wherever it plays.
After being a club sport for two years. the
women's lacrosse 1eam became a varsity sport
under lhe athletic department.
Monique Richards and Jennifer Brown, who is
the team co-captain, founded the team in 1995.
The lacrosse team did not have a coach during
it~ fim season. Yasmine Abdul-Mani, a team
player. became the coach in the team's second
season.
After a lot of hard work and dedication, the
1eam was given the green light, and was cleared
as an official NCAA Varsity sport.
Co-Captain Carla Peterman and Olhers teammates said the time was necessary to get Howard
on the map, as far as the sport of Lacrosse was
concerned.
"There's a lot of potential 10 develop a very
strong Lacrosse team." Peterman said. "To do
tha1. we had to have a varsity team. So that
[anaining varsity status] is a long time coming."
The team had some difliculty gelling organi£cd. Laurie PodMilsak, the team ·s official
co:,ch, was not hired until January of this semes-

There are no checks to players away from the
ball.
"h keeps the game flowing,' PodMilsak said.
The Bison took the field in a preseason tournament on the road and won two games, lost five
and tied in two. PodMilsak put the ftrsl couple
of tournaments into perspective.
"A lot of these teams have had teams for IO lo
15 years, and we've put this together in a maner
of months," she said.
PodMilsak said that many coaches who came
up 10 her were astonished about what her team
accomplished.
"We may not have the skills, but we do have the
athletes, especially the freshman," PodMilsak
said.
Brown said the skill wasn't there yet, for obvious reasons.
"With any new sport you're going to have
some difficulty learning the game. That comes
with the athleticism." Brown said.
The team has a lot 10 look forward 10. h does
not have any senior players and three of its top
players: Margaret Lester, Tarsha Drakeford and
Hope Rhodes, are freshman.
The team's record stands at 2-7. ll won its last
game by an 18-1 margin over Trinity College.
The lacrosse tc.am is sti II having tryouts for next
years team.
ll 'ts season at home. this Sunda)\ al Greene Stadium against Navy.

Historically Black Collegiate Coalition Roundup
The 1998 Gilleuc Basketball Women's Super Shoot Out will be held at the Baltimore Arena, tomorrow; at I p.m.
Representing teams from the North will be:
T.1mmy Brown
• Aquenda Clark
Komecka Drakeford
*Selena Edward
*Eriade Hunter
Bremonda Jackson
*Karen Johnson
Damita May~
*Vanessa Valez

Fayetleville State University
Florida A&M University
Johnson C. Smith University
Norfolk State University
Howard University
Bowie State University
Delaware Stale University
St. Augustine's College
University of Maryland Eastern Shore

3 Women's Basketball
Team Members Sign
WNBA Contracts
By MARCUS MA1·rn ews

ment title.
Wilkens, played for Howan!it
1988-9 I, and finished her tit
with the highest scoring a~I
any. women's player at Ho~~-l
points per game.
All three women said !kit
looldng forward to joining~
Lady Bison, Denique Grt<!lj
first-round select ion, Grav"it
highest drafted Bison (lllll!1
female) in school history.Sbci,
for the Sacramento Moollfcll
Players must sign a co~
before attending the WNBA'1111
draft camp that is held April l•I
in Chicago. Signing a cool!la~
not guarantee a spot on one it,
league's IO teams.
The 1998 WNBA draft d1
held on April 29 via cooq
call with representatives froaiat
team. The Utah Jazz and SQ•
mento Monarchs will have drir
two pic ks, with the expUl(I
Washington Mystics and DIii
Shock picking third and i,respectively.
The WNBA is the sister l~ j
the NBA. Traditionally, baskllli
season runs from late fall to
spring. However, the SUSOll 11
from mid-June through late

Hilltop Sta.ff Writer

.

As the Women's National Basketball Association prepares to luck
off its second season, three Bison
standouts are gearing up for the
transition from college to pro ball.
Howard University forward
Alisha Hill, the MEAC women's
player of the year, along with former players Amanda Hayes and
Karen Wilkens, signed contracts
with the women's professional
league.
Hill, standing at six feet. averaged
20.8 points and 13.5 rebounds per
game, last season, for the Bison.
She led her team to its third consecutive MEAC tournament title
and third straight NCAA tournament bcr1h. Hill also became the
all-time leading scorer in HU hjstory this past season after shauering the 2,000 point mark.
Hayes was an undergraduate
assistant coach for the HU women's
team . She was also named the
1996-97 MEAC women's player of
the year, averaging I 5.0 points per
game and 8.6 rebounds per game,
while leading the' Bison lo its second consecutive MEAC tourna-

A•

SPORTS BRIEFS

ports ustrate ants
The Best, Worst About HU

Howard is one of the finalists in the Sports ll/11stmtetls
Best/Worst Jock Schools issue. The Hilltop needs your help in decf
ing what the IO best or worst things about Howard athletics are.
ll/11stmted is looking for the school with the snazziest. most out
responses. So have a lilile fun. but remember 10 keep it clean.
The IO most common or funnjcst responses from each category.·
be ch,osen. E-mail must be received no later than mjdnight. Aprill
1998. Help HU become a part of history and e-mail the 10 best
worst things about Howard athletics to jazzysports@hotmailCOII
Only e-mai l submissions will be accepted.

HBCC Reaches Out To HBCUs

The HBCC is reaching out with the following programs:
HBCU on campus marketing (approximately 50 HBCt:sl
HBCU scholarship programs (approximately $50,000
annual ly)
HBCU campus recruiting ( creates job opportunities for
HBCU graduates)
SWAC and MEAC tournament sponsors
MEAC Basketball TV package
McDonald's Heritage Bowl
Black Collegiate Sports Today
Black College All • Star Basketball Classic
Gillclle-HBCC Scholar Athlete Tham
Gillcne Women's Basketball Super Shoot Out
Foundation of a Legacy

Gradu~ting Seniors...

I·

T~c Gilleue Corporation awarded $30,000 in scholarship money to the Historically Black Collegiate Coalition. The parmership recogruzes the student athlete who excels botl1 on and off the field. Ton student athletes anending HBCUs were named to the Gillette HBCC
Scholar Athlete Tham.

I

I

Nllm

Confnnstitutlon

Brandon Owens
Lisll Louis
Dale W. Yarborugh
Tonesha Byrd
Jerrell Moore
Keensha Parham
Brelon Jones
Mollie Williams
Toris Oerone
Audie Key

CIAA Bowie State
CIAA St. Augustines
Lane College
Benedict College
MEAC Sout11 Carolina St.
MEAC Bethune-Cookman
SIAC Morris Brown College
SIAC Kentucky University
SWAC Grambling
SWAC Alcorn State

Sruu:t
Baseball
Volleyball
Basketball
Volleyball
Football
Volleyball
Football
Track
Baseball
Volleyball

GfA
3.93
3.69
3.88
3.45
3.59
3.65
3.26
3.56
3.94
3.57

I

I

Think beyond your boundaries

Representing teams from the South will be:
Alcorn State University
Grambling State University
Alcorn State University
Morris Brown College
Southern University
Jackson State University
Jackson State University
Clark Atlanta University
Paine College
Miles College

I

The Historically Black Collegiate Coalition is bringing the
nation's HBC Us together through corporate sponsorship. This spc1-1
sorship benefits the MEAC (Mid Eastern Atlantic Conferell(e).
SWAC (South West Atlantic Conference), SIAC. and CIAA confer• ,
ences.

• donates selections from the MEAC

Alesha C1rter
Biakiea Carter
Tracie Glover
Kwana Graves
Lckeyshure Johnson
Tonya Norment
Rose Spann
Adrienne Tinch
Melissa Upton
Shenecka Watkins
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Do you see
yourself in an
international
career?

fi:,1 !131\",'C<Xllpil,IP,\: .nlfoll f!'iO\mg lu~,,, W~JI~ b ki;ig [01 W!lilt,t
1111h a Bachelor's degrre. for our fa1H1ack, high kwl nl.lnJS~tllflll ttilll:.~
pm,3r~ 11,oo aie a~'!lJ!11C tn:l~&l loo}.mg for th.? opportunity of aliftlirnl
10 w :k f ,1 agttcl cr,mp,1ny. check out 001 coll..,ge rccru11mcr.111clisiie

We have extendedour applicationdeadline!
Apply online before April 21st
"~vw.careermosaic-uk.co.uk/bagrads/
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Call your mom. Tell everyone
you're calling your girl.

1-800-COLLECT

®
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It's true! You can name your own price
for airline tickets (coming soon- new cars)
called priceline.com. Simply call or visit
our web site - tell us where you want to go
and how much you want to pay. Go ahead!
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
l

Have the nation's
largest collegiate Black
newspaper mailed to .
your home or office.

Be a part of history in
the making!
Semester $40
Year$60

--------------- -----------,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Please send my subscription to:

, N~e:_ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ __
•

Phone

------------

••I

r--~-------------~-----------,
to:
I

___________ 1

1
I
I
I
I

I
:

I
I
I

Make checks or money orders payable

THE HJT,T,TOP
2251 ShefflJaD Avenue N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20001

· I
I
I
I
I

Call Dichelle Turner, Office Manager, for detaUs at 202.806.6866 I
or e-mai1 us at
:
thelailltop@cldc.laoward.edu
I

I
I

.
L----------------------------~
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All RILCI OPICS are due, paid m
full, the Monday before publication. Announcements by campus
organizations for meetings. semi•
nars or non-profit events are free
for 10 words or less and $1 for
every additional five words. Campus 'announcements for profit are
charged as individuals. lndividuals advertising for the purpose of
announcing a service, buyrng or
selling are charged $5 for the first
20 words and $ 1 for every additional five words.Local companies
are charged $10 for the first 20
words and $2 for every five words
thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for
tbe first 10 words and $1 for every
additional five words. •.•, H llp11.: 1n "'l ii ·
J ~:?

ANNOUNCEMEN rs

NOONDAY PRAYER, EvBRY WED.
AND FRI. 12PM-IPM. ANDREW
RANKIN MEMORJAL CHAPEL
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'i '1 25.
Senior Cabaret April 23rd Por more
info call Jolanda Green or Carmesba
Smith
The lo'lbp Reasons why the Plaunum
Player's Ball Is Going to be off the
Hook:
I. Everybody and their momma's
going to be therel
2. Der Jam Blaster arid DJ Aggra~ated
are Oying in from Houston to deejay
the party!
3. 'l'his ,s the party you'll tell your
1,•ndchildren about
. Its gonna 6e T,,ht !
3. Th<: words PJattnum P ayer1s ~ust
rolls off your tongue when you say ii.
S~t!
6. It 1s during readmg penoil
which means no classct Criday or saturday.
1. Carnegie holds 13oo ~oplc.
8. 3000 people went to ihe ast one!
9.The class ol 98 ls GRADVA'IINO!
lo. And Last 601 no1 leas1, There aint
no party like an HU Party cuz any
other par1y aint sh0 !
Howard 's Women's Acuon Coahtion
last meeting of the semester Tuesday
April 21 Blbn Rm 142@ 7pm

Al I EN i JON I Soon 2 be a1urnru
wanted 6-10 persons to participate in
focus group. Call 806-5426 4 more
info.
Navigators Pellowsh,p Apnl I /, 7:309:30pm Community Rm West Towers
l>cltA S1gll'I# loca Rl,ii Chapter Cunaratulate1 SpflnJ 14)98:
W.1$0 Juliette Oallism,
IPJS l1Kq11elu1e MonlJOlll<ty.
11'3520.u,ic,:!c Rtnll<ifTI,
ll'3SJAnlta Co.hr.in,
IP.l'4W,lona 'libb.
lP.l531Jcjn L•kc'.
IP356Gcraldlne wane.
fP3S11'ame~• Cas,.
JP3St1Michatl Warren,
II' 359Nakceta W1h•,
lP'.l60f.akeish1 Wlllla,nt,
JP361Kenya Jmda,
11'362 LIIW.ndl Llvln..wn,
ll'36JAku• Aftloo

!k:iu•I A,.,,uh Awarcn.:1, Wee(

~pani1,rcd hr the Women·• Action
Coalitioo, llrown Kas Lunch (111 the<
yard TOt,,\Y "1Hoon. lJYOS Br1ns
your °"'n bfaokct, 0rlnt. Kt,td ,
An N: Se no ors College of Arts and
Sciences Class of 1998 Senior Photo
May 7 3:30pm Price $20 Directory &
T,shirls TBA
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AUD SPOJ\.SORlll) BY RrumCE I'
JESU CA.\IPllS FE.LLOWSll!P.
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SAi May 9ih "l'be Pase Meets tbe
Pre.sent" Graduation Celebrity Celebration Another Alumni Reunion
Event at the Luxurious HYATT
Regency 400 NJ Ave. NW
"April 2il1h at ihe waterlront IS where
it is going happen; Odyssey I9981 See
student Council for details!"
"Did you take pan u, ilie Odyssey
Cruise last yeorl It is happening again!
April 24th!"
aout tn Southwest on the Odyssey IS
always the best! April 24th"
\. 111
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Spnng JS almost here! Clea.n 1he cor..
nert of your heart.
Look out tor 1hc Senior P1emcl
\, f
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Ep1scopaUA~gl1can Mlnostry Abso•
lam Jones Student Association meets
Tuesday @ 6:30pm Carnegie Service/
Eucharist Sunday 9:00 am in Carnegie
Chapel
Attn: SENIORS lhe tune bas come!!
Scnjor Cabaret May 23 Tickets available im Locke 105 Wed S-8pm
\.i
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Jam dis Web site... Wannabe modles,
this is your site. This site calls on
department s tores to visit here to view

you ! Our mono: Decency First. Nuff
said. Go to your compu1er and check
Netscape or Explorer... and
click...Fashion,iine, oops! Web
address:http:f/www.spacelab.net/'go!dbcrg The page looks better in Explorer
email address: goldberg@spacelab.net
You get $10 for every who comes with
us.

BAD Credit? Fast and legal! Credit
Repair Is Now Available! 100% Guaranteed ! For more information Send

Large SASE Plus S 1.00 Postage and
handling TO: CREDIT SERVICES,
723 Euclid Street, NW Washing100,
DC 20001
Raving Computer Problenu? Need
advice on buying a computer or
upgrading? Call 301·853-6905 for a
fr.:c consullatlon!!!
386 Compu,er and Monitor lor sale.
SJSO nego. call 301,SS9-1845
PenttumComputer Includes Cb Rom,
J6 MB RAM.& Monitor includes Win•
dows 95 for sale $900
call (301) 853-6905

Resumes, Resumes. Resumes.
Cover Letter.
Special Includes: 10 copies,
writing/layout nssistance Free disk
storage. Call The Copywriters Group
(202) 336-2372.
$ ISOO wBEKD' PO'I EN IIAL
MAILING OUR CIRCULARS. NO
experience required free information
packet. 202.452.5940
Kean up to $11/hr this summer. Ono-

Older Males preferred. Room for rem
in 3Bedroom. 2Bath d.rugfree row
house in Bloomingdale with
2over35guys. Not a party household.
Deposit, credit check required.
$330/mo includes utilities.
202.797.7814. Smokers no, welcome!
Large lurn,sbed room. 2nd floor, Ca.
Ave. Heat/AC, wash/dry, carpet, llli!.
Male preferred. $360 Ms. Prince
(202)723-1267
N. W,. Roommate needed 10 sbare 3
bedroom Apt. W/0, OW, Central
Air/Heat, Cable ready, Near Slowe
Howard Omvers11y Area; Bsmt Apt,
Washer/Dryer full ~;1chen bnihroom
$400 plus utilities ph 202. 544.3248
4 BD House with eft1c1ency. Rooms
$385.()() all utilities included. house is
fully Furnished. rooms are newly renovated. Very quiet 3 Clean atmostpheremacure srudenis only I block
from can,pus. Harvard St. Call (301)
350-8358.
Room for ren, w:ill 10 wail carpel.
washer dryer Pree cable close to campus utilities included call Ronnie
202.255.6574 or 581.6814.

verslty Pointers bas painter and fore,.

Basement Apt. w/w carpet. free cable,

man positions available. Call Eric
Klein @ (703) 836-8000 x 141.
S'l'ODEN'I Special discount for
On/Off si1e computer rentals. On-Site
ISDN Internet Access al S8 per hour
(w/1D), E-mail accounts also available.
Visit Barrow Enterprises, 1605 Connee1icu1 Avenue, 202-483-0798.
VCR Scrv1ccs1 Pree estimates, pickup
& delivery, Same day service, Labor
and parts under $45. Call John at 2340840 DC
Resumes, cover lettecy, common seose
job search advice-- affordable, confidentinl and quick. Call Resume Advisor at Barrow Enterprises, 202-4830798

air condition nll utilities included/near
campus call Ronnie@255.3574.

s:

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL

EUROPE· $UMMER'98

NORTHEAST DEP' S -$329 R/l'
CARRIB/MEXJCO -#199 R/l'
FLORIDA -$79 0/W
PUERTO RICO -$99 0/\V
CALL 800,326-2009
http://www.airhitch.org

FOR REN'I
I Large Bedroom m Basement.
Fully Furnished $495 (202) 291-7015
NW House to share Near HU Beau•
litully Reovaled Vletorianj Home,
Bright, Professional Atmosphere
$300-$380 Cal! 202.387.6455
Very Large 3Bk's House for Rene
wilh w/w carpet. house have large
complete basement wflb own
entrance.
Duplex• 2 Apartments Renovated
3br, 3!e,,el, 2ballts $1,125.00 plus
utilities.

I hree Br, I bath, $995.00 plus uuit•
tics. Modern kitchen, CAC, WO,
WW, OW, Cable near campus, nod
contact. Mrs. Drummond (301)2292485

Summer Apt A,,a1lable. 2Brf2Hath,
washer/drrer, AC downtown, 2b!k
from Metro. $810 per month+ eleclriclly. Call S1e,·e 202.216.9049
NW Boward area. Sunny updated 2
BR apl in secure 4 unil building
near Metro. $600/mooth + uti!lities+$ 600 S D #703-624-0069
House t o s hare Fa1rmoni St. NW.z
vacancies in four bedroom rowhouse
4b!od,s from the school or b11Siness.
Each room furnished. seperate telephone line and key lock. Sbnre living
room, kitchen, washer/dryer. Graduate sludents preferred. Co-signers
may be re,1uired. $395/mo. Utilities
Paid. Security deposlt$250 Shown by
appt only! CallMs. Thomas 464-2931

36edroom house for rent near
Howard. Furnished basement, 1
bathroom, carpeted. $875 a month.
Call 265-0760 after 6pm
NW Bouse to share. Beautifully
renovated V!clorian Home. Clean,
bright atmosphere. $300-$380/mo.
Call 202.987.6455
Female koomate Wanted•
AC/beat,frec cable/laundry. Across
from School of Bu$iness. $330.00 per
mo utilltles included. Call
202.667.8659
F\irnlshed Room•NonSmokmg•w:dk
to Howard Cnrpeted-kllcben Pre•
vilege,included all utililies $375.00
per/monlh Security Deposit-Call
Mrs. Shorler Le.a,·c Message If necessary (703) 385-0538
I bedroom gorc1ous appt m Le
Droit Park High and Secure Available March Isl Call Koura
202.588.0588 or 202.277.0588.
Northeast 45 Rhode Island Ave.
One Bedroom w/eat Jo kitchen, fireplace, balcony, W/\V, $500; Efficiency w/loft, $410; includes ulililies, 5
blocks from Metro 202.488.1449 or
202.679.1266.
Summer bouslog spacious I bdrm
appt hardwood Ooors and terrace.
4blocks from campus $5001110. nva•
!able in J une 202.483.3313
r\'- -.!> .1011 il,< .)Cn1 .-,J , · Bu~mci ~
2626 GA Ave NW
BSMT Apt New Washer/Dryer
New Kitchen, Bathroom
off S1ree1 Parking. S525 or best offer
call Sinclair (202) 246-6873

Rent -2 Bedroom Apartment.$, reno•
vated; security building. walk to campus, $550 and $575 plus ELECTRICITY & COOKING GAS. Everton
Murray 301-680-8105.
2 Bedroom no bathroom$2511 per.
month call (202) 750 4473
ROOM Al E NEED Eu Male or
Female 10 live with 2 males Rent
S350/noonth Call 832-1399.
4 BR, 2BA, 4 B(ks. lrom On,v. only
$1000. 301 -340-8967
One Basement El tic,ency, 01,lies
included $350 Available June I. 1\voone bedroom apts, u1lities i.ncluded
S250 each. Call 301,422.4257.

Spacious house lor rent. 4 Brm. 2

bath, eat in kitchen, w/d . security, yard
. At main campus. $975 mo. +uti!.
Spacious rooms for rent. Sccuruy,
yard, w/d, large kitchen. A t main campus. Walk to school, shopping, enter•
tainment. $275-$350/mo. util. included.
New

ZBD Apt. i blockS med/dent

school. WWC/AC good security, $355,
IBD aptlrenovaled & furnished.
Rooms in renovated space from $250.
(202) 723-4646 call anytime.
lspac,ous eile,ency($400) +
I room(300) in house Utilities inc.
Good neighborhood. Easy occess 10
HU. Immediate occupancy, Call
Angela Knrriem 882-4430

480 House wuh efhc1ency. Rooms
$285&295/Monlhly. Effiency $385.00
all utilities included. House is fully
Furnished. rooms are newly renovnt•

ed .. Very quiet. Clean atmosphere,
mature srudents only I block from
campus. Harvard St.
Call
(301) 350-8358.
Large room in home JUSt oft upper
GA ave. Part ,time work(c!crical or
yard \\Ork/painting) in exchange for
rent. Call 202.829.1181
I he NauonaJ Cancer lnsutute has an
immdeiale opening for co-op s1uden, in
the research Facilities Branch.

Rockville, Maryland. Theincumbent
will provide specialized technical sup-

port services relating to a broad range
of architeccurnl functions involving
managing a database. spoce planning,
reviewing laborntory designs, cvalunt ..
ing cost. construction
management/inspection, contract

law/negotiations, etc for the s1a1c of the
art biomedical research facilities. $9$ 11/hr. Work schedule 20-40 hrs/wk.
Near Metro. Por position/program
requirements. phone (30 I) 402-28 I2
Et h cacncy On1t•S3 75 Large. 'spac10us,
furnished effiency unit in basement of
house. Private ba1h&kitcben, carpc1ing,heat&air. parking, nearby shopping
center. &bus line on NH Ave. Walk 10
Metro. Female student preferred. Call
for appoinlment! Ms.Prince
202.723. I267
Large furnLshcd room,l nd iloor, Ga.
Ave., NW Share bath/kitchen.
Heat/AC, wash/dry, carpe1,u1i!ilies.
Male preferred. S360 Ms.
Prince202.723.1267
Room.~ for rent. 12]6 lrvrng St &
1718 6th Sc. Rooms from $250-$400
2bedroom ap1s fromS650 Register for
summer or fall immediate occupancy

for some. CAC S50Deposit&furnished
if necessary. Call James 202.336.0019
or 202.483.8008.
Female needed for summer 10 share
2BD/2BA@Cloisters. Furnished w/d.
Must be clean and quietS450+utilities.
Call 986-3843.
NW House to share. Near Howard 0

Beautifully renovated Victorian home.
Clean, bright atmosphere. $300-$380
per month Call 202-387,6455

HELi' WAi'! I ED
S0MMER)OB !!! F0N!I!
EXC11'1NG!!!!!
Enjoy flexible hours while working in
a fun environment located on campus.

Here's your chance 10 mnke a difference. $7 .00/hr plus paid training. Call
Dwayne at 238-2460 and leave a message.
Childcare help. ParUume Weekend
Hours available. Good Pay Fun Work.
Ca11(202)b 387-6455
Arena Stage cduca.uon Department
seeks theater for the 98-99 school year.
Interns help young playwrights from
ll1e DC Public schools Systemdevelop
scripts. Schedule must be Oexible.
Monthly stipend provided. Interested
candidates please send resume to
Karen Evans. 1101 6th Street SW,
washington, DC 20024. Fax
202.488.4056
Wntcrs: Writers needed for new International Magazine. Interested? EmaU
snej@northrouk.bm or write Momentum Suite 105, 122 Middle Rd. Warwick, Bermuda Wk09
NW based Real Esta1e lnvestmcn1
Firm now seeking smart, sharp looking, well organized business minded
students to help with promotional.
$6.00 to $8.00 per hour For moro info
call 202-726-2335
·
Students Faculty Staff lbp Prices Paid
for used and unwanted Thx1books with
Resale Value (202) 722-0701 1-800·
223-Tujo
lfitor- Counselors nre needed ior a six
week residential program. J unior,
Senior or Graduate students with proficiency in English, mnth. computer sci ..

cncc, science, or Spanish. 2.00 or high•
er GPA $1,500 plus room and board.
Applications available: Howard University Upward Bound Program, Rm.
BJO Carnegie Building
Modlfy Your Playstauon to play
import games and backups (Only $35!)
Games: ICD $20 2 CD $25 Call Keith
@ (30 I) 924-4298

Students Faculty Top Prices Paid for
used and unwanted Toxtbooks with
Resale Value 202.722.0701
1.800.223.Thjo
For Sale: Cheap bedroom furniture I
Combined 6draw dresser/vanity and
3draw chest. Both pieces S 150 Call
202.397.1695

Lookang to mcreasc your wealth

PERSONAL
I hank. /11q,hi111e Miller !Ill' 6eins

Potential? The greater DC Millionaire
Society can afford you that opportunity. For informations:301.379.2728
486 PC for S:ile $500 Includes CD

there fllf 111e.. ,.fl1,1ndon
Frank, hoally h 's Over. Now I really
have to find another swamp. Im looking for one where every loon with a

Rom. modern, monitor, Windows 95

vendetta, ever snake with a sinus
beadachc, ...You know the rest. By the

32 MB RAM. Call Michael@
(202) 518-5658.
Pentium i20MHZ system 32 Ram, 56
K.MODEM 16XCD Rom. Windows
95. $1000 Call Michael @(202) 5185658.
In1eres1cd 10 Making a dillerence ibis
summer?? Calvary Women's Sheller
needs volunteers to help supervise the
sheller overnight. Call 202.783.665 I.
Bart>ara Byers
'tutor-Counselors are needed lor a Sil<
week residential program. Junior,
Senior or Graduate students with proficiency in English, math, computer science. science, or Spanish. 2.00 or higher GPA. $1,500 plus room and board.
Applications available. Howard Uni•
versity Upward Bound Program, Rm.
B-10 Carnegie Building.
Fanuly seeking nonsmoking female
college or graduate student to handle
after school care for one seven yr. old
exchange for private downstairs room
with bath and kitchen p!usS50per wk.
Fifteen hrs. per week. wilh some
evening as well. On bus line and near
Brookland; convenient 10
Howard.CUA.and Trinity. Car necessary. References necessary, Begin in
August, bu1apply before eod of school
year. 202.832.7329
Gospel Rescue MmLstnes need
TUTORS for s1uden1s preparing for the
GED exam. Please call Margo Haskins
(202) 842-1731 ext. 25 for more information.
Generous ) Oyrs o ld businessman
looking for very a11ractive woman, any
race. to escort him on excursions both
public ands private. The successful
candidate will be over 18. open minded
and unihibited, fashion conscious, not
100 thin andnot too busy. Salary negotiable. Send Photo and vital statistics
10 FFC PO Box 46 Hya11svil!e, MD
20781
L&N Seafood Crill Restaurant Now
hiring full time/Part time Day Wait•
ers/Waitresses; Daytime/Nigh1 time
Hos1s/Hos1esses. Apply M-F Anytime
Localed Pentagon City Mall-Third
Level. I 100 S. Hayes Street
Arlington. Va (703) 415-2055
Part llme JOb ior cn.rly mormngs or
and evenngs with good benefit. Call
Tuji al 703-280- I272 24hrs

_

way how's it feel 10 be Godmother to
twins?? Lo uie
Kon-.:rab lo Ul) 8 C real ~Jnd~.
Kontlnue to be ,trong '"t detennineJ.
like ·•The Dn-.:imer·•

16 Daren, A , ery special person wbo
0

only deserves the best! Congrn1uln1ions and HAPPY 29th Birthday.. With
love, Qiana
'16 all R,!!top Readers: 'I be pulse and
weekend Beat pages would like to bid
farewell co Howard, the Hilltop and all
other avjd readers. We would hope you
were enertained,educatod,and enlightened. The Pulse has stopped•Aat!ine... RJP
Dearest Desdemoma: 'lbou haih only
a few days left at the Mecca. Through
your days on campus are numbered.
Time is all we've got. Congratulations
on being the Most sought after law
school applicant and Happy Birthday
in 19days... 01hel!o
We are going to nuss you Rim. Rave
a ba!I @ Mississippi State .. Love your
fe!low designers
Congrats lo ihe graduatong ln1enor
Design Students Nyokabi Njau and
Davina Foster. The design studio wont
be the same without you alll
Congratulations to the newly cleclcd
officers of Howard's Chaper of the
American Society of Interior Design•
ers(ASID) President: Denise Caldwell,
VicePresident, Lydia Nweba. Secretary: Stephanie Gaskins, Treasurer:
Charles Lewis ...From the Present
Officers, Sharmell, Deanna, Kimberly,
and Davina.

«dco1m.• uach. Kt~a. \h: ali m,,... 1.-d
\Oll! Hopt• tonite i, ju,1 a· fun '
be C-hart •r Oa. l>io·n«.
Conttral\ to ihe 1998 GruduateThe 52 J .O.l'.P. 1 "1,11 )OU all th•
success and happtnt',, your heart
can hold.
Lo,e. 18-A-'il!
Congruu to the 1998 Uraduaie, of
The -17 E.N.V.\. Are ya'll lhe
fierce,t? Sho nurr. The Ski ·s lbc
limit, The "orld h yours.
LOH 18-.\,98
Jo Ul) lam'.' ,1,ttri I lie .J/ F.. \ . ~ 1.

or

'.\1} loH: for )OU e:ro"

stron}!er l':&C'h

da), fu"
t~ l•y t ,. , Ul- c\-98
h u'-11 lo .- fo U)' S l, r S,vt:c. ·"""'A·

sALE

1' O.P
Lo>e -1-A-~II

9N,

l·OR SALE-- 2 Bdrm Condo located
on the top floor (metro accessable) @
514 U. St. N.W. #9 open house on Sat.
Jan 241h l-4pm. S76,900call Lenore
Carter (202) 362-2779
CAP Cl I Y Negro League Collecuon
Worlds Freshest Baseball Caps (202)
722-070 I !-800-223-8250.

Len" -l•A-98.

.l,A-96, It". ·" ' hunt co iw Ei"
l'lu,t', .. by \,e un, baled on.
1hort pcoplr b,1,c 1111

continue to bv Siron~. I am k<-.:µin
you In my prn)crs. Tbruui:h all lhs
rou~h timt,. l "ill hr lht r,.
\our Shier Per--, 4-.\-98.
16-A-98. 1 "111 mi<s )ou und 1 ..m
runtinu< to keep your ,1<1011 fair.

I \ll,b you much ,u.cmln11,
fulure Bild I Imo,; )OIi "ill111U11
110,ltlH• dllfon:nce 111 u,, ~,Ill(
r.o,~ +A-98.
2.. A.. 9b. 9-:\..98. I ;; -,\ .98..itf'
.¾- ·\·911, llo,c you 1'11 "~ • d
1il1td ( .1.n ,, at ·l·u1 to rolll ,IJu n
,Mer,,. thank ,uu foo l>(l"I.,
rril·nJ, a nd sorors.

Low-1-\-98.

CJ, Thank you lor hstenln,iir

being a friend. I guess dreams .., I
do come I.rue.
Lo,·e Shelly
I he ill ,fini:m,lu,I ( ,,ntlt1t;2
"'"Pl \lpha r,i I rutcrni~lt
Xi Chcplcr of Ho" ard l'ni,c,
ty Pn-scnt.s .... t lw Koppa~
0111 WN·kcnd f'ri Apr, 2~1:,
Kool-out l'arl) C11rnei:lc Li
9pm-Jam
S11l \11r.25U1- 'fht 6th \at:.
Kappa Kool Out f'irnk ~
creek Park Lut#6 Noon\fter Kool-Out Part)
Republic Gardrn<
'16 my darlln~ IIJUtoppen, liti
you d<nrly. Tbx for 1hr ffll'IIII\
and hard 10ork ... 1997·9111:
1994-95 3rd Floor Baldwla: Iii
been real. We must head to lht<i I
and look out the quad wu,d,,.,.
last time ...
Here you go, k eg. \'our Him.,.
I hanks Rod for alway'S homng"
back,.regardless or wldt I
do ...... Braodon
And to all ol my girls at Roniili
slstel'cipbers have been a staflt,
our years here. We're danttrs,m:.
artists, academics, performm •
friends. GoodLuck. Lo,·e Big~-

SENIORS: RAPP\' HOCRtll
4/24, .Sp.m, AT CHUCK & Billi\
Gel }Our eat. drink and u-a
\l it"lc•• htarnJ.1111. Sh1ilUiiL
'111r.,.a, Rei&Jn•, JU)', '1.lu11al11,,..,
the Mtcra brouai,1 iottlhn ,1
•t-r t01t-1her, L!At All'lltJtl
Erln, ..R.l.'I., F.F~ I.R. Ul.,b
Sweet end all lb■t otbtr,<IIW
1lufr. \'clu'rc • tru• rritod. l'I'
1«ln11 )OU , Luv Alfllo
~
iG t
,.,
-- ,c-.
rum-nt r u tr tL ... d yt
fricnd:\-rru toin,: to nu,~ lw &.
much. P..::ar1.· and Hit ..J .
I. 1\'t 1 ·rin 1 ·• \fcfu -J
Rochell, Yusef and Ertn .. \Ii',
bad fun sitting al the brukflstll

"11tmfljl, Kor,; and G1
The Qu.-. Jl"""°Ot hido.

Pool Party & Male mirt
$200 •hake It contelt

Friday May 1111 Ifill
Locatfon:423 SthSl.~T

(8th and J:: St.)
Around tho ooml'J' from~
Rll:I: Nlst,t Club

=::,.;- -
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11

,-ea,.,~

n .. t -9~. K l·~p )Our hL•.lfl up 1.1n,

r - - - ,; ;. .; ; ;:;._. ;_;:;_: ;:_ _
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H••· II good ,wonotr n

D~e: t5 B4 IOii,a
'nme:9PM,WJ
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I
I
I
I

bill lawrenc

~

alon1I

Congratulations
Howard University Clr1ss of 1°P8!

I
I

To celebrate, the blll lawrence salon offers:

20 °/o off all services

1

I
fro m April 17 to May 31
I
I
2120 eighteenth street, nw
I
washlngton, de 20009
I
I
202-387-8310
I Look. Your l ~st or Grea Sueeesil 1

L---- __________ J

